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ORGANIZERS:
• Zarubezh-Expo JSC 
• Vietnam Chamber  

of Commerce and Industry (VCCI)

Zarubezh-Expo JSC
Tel.: +7 (495) 721-32-36
 info@zarubezhexpo.ru
www.zarubezhexpo.ru

Vietnam Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry
Tel: +8 490 411 22 55
trangttt@vcci.com.vn

THE EXHIBITION IS: 
• held under the patronage of: the Chamber of Commerce and Industry  

of the Russian Federation;

• supported by: the Federation Council of the Russian Federation, State 
Duma of the Russian Federation, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Rus-
sian Federation, Ministry of Economic Development, Ministry of Industry 
and Trade, Russian Export Center, other branch departments of Russia,  
as well as the Embassy and Trade Representation of the Russian Federa-
tion in Vietnam, Vietnam leaders, the authorities of the Russian Federa-
tion and the Socialist Republic of Vietnam.

THE 3RD INTERNATIONAL 
INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION

1 4 T H – 1 6 T H  N O V E M B E R 
 HANOI, SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM
E X H I B I T I O N  C E N T E R  N E C C

EXPO–RUSSIA
VIETNAM 2019
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TARGETS AND GOALS: SUBJECTS
• To support further development and 

strengthening of trade and economic 
relations between Russia and Viet-
nam, to diverse forms and directions 
of Russian-Vietnamese economic 
cooperation;

• To promote Russian export of high-tech 
products to the Vietnamese market;

• To extend investment cooperation 
and to represent the most promising 
Russian investment projects at  
the exhibition;

• To stimulate innovation activity and  
interaction of scientific institutions  
of two countries.

BUSINESS PROGRAM:
• Vietnam-Russia  Interregional  

Business Forum;

• Presentation of Russian  
and Vietnamese companies;

• Economic cooperation conference;

• Thematic round tables;

• Round Table on Cooperation in  
Medicine and Healthcare under  
the chairmanship of the First Deputy 
Minister of Industry and Trade of  
the Russian Federation S.A. Tsyb;

• Round Table on Cooperation in the  
field of Construction and Architecture;

• Round Table on Cooperation in  
Agriculture and Food industry;

• Round Table on Cooperation in  
Energy and Industry sectors;

• Exchange of contacts in B2B format.

• Energy: construction, modernization and  
reconstruction of energy facilities, power  
engineering, components and spare parts for  
them. Renewable energy sources. Energy saving  
equipment and technologies;

• Electronics, electrical engineering and electrical 
equipment (wires and cables, mobile power plants, 
electrical fittings, installation of power lines), 
microelectronics;

• Civil/industrial construction; construction materials;
• Construction of roads, railways and bridges;
• Machines for construction, road building and lifting, 

forest sector, enterprises of the fuel and energy 
complex, gold mining, coal mining, mining industries 
(mining equipment), utilities;

• Equipment and technologies for exploration, mining 
and processing of minerals;

• Oil and gas industry;
• Mining industry;
• Chemistry and petrochemistry: equipment,  

technologies, agrochemical substances,  
fertilizers, plastics, rubber;

• Mechanical engineering. Technologies and equipment;
• Metal products, pipes;
• Agricultural machinery, equipment for processing 

and storage of agricultural products;
• Water supply and water management, sewage 

treatment plants;
• Cars, trucks and special vehicles; components,  

spare parts and accessories for them;
• Aircraft engineering, air navigation equipment  

and air traffic control systems;
• Medicine: equipment, instruments, medical  

furniture and clothing. Pharmaceuticals.  
Biotechnology;

• Nanotechnology, new materials;
• Consumer goods, etc.;
• Food and beverages;
• Regional investment and innovation projects;
• Education and science.
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s M. Akimov

Deputy Chairman of the Government  
of the Russian Federation

I welcome you on the third Russia-Viet-
nam industrial exhibition “Expo-Russia 
Vietnam 2019”!

Trade and economic relations pro-
vide a solid foundation for a compre-
hensive strategic partnership between 
Russia and Vietnam. Their progressive 
strengthening is one of the priorities 
for the development of Russian-Viet-
namese relations in the foreseeable fu-
ture. The “Expo-Russia Vietnam 2019” 
exhibition will contribute to creating 
favorable conditions for increasing and 
diversifying our bilateral trade, as well 
as exploring options for new forms of 
cooperation in various fields.

Both scale and credibility of this exhi-
bition are emphasized by the number 
of the Russian participants having reg-
istered at it. Their list includes compa-
nies from more than 70 companies and 
20 regions, as well as a wide range of the 

areas proposed for cooperation — from 
mechanical engineering, power econo-
my, and oil and gas industry to pharma-
ceuticals, education and science. This is 
a substantial confirmation of the bilat-
eral cooperation extensive potentiality.

Symbolic it is that this year, “Expo-Rus-
sia Vietnam 2019” is held as part of both 
“mutually crossing” Years —  the Year of 
Russia, in Vietnam, and the Year of Vi-
etnam, in Russia. We believe the events 
provided for by the event arrangement 
program, including the inter-regional 
business forum, thematic round tables 
and the contacts exchange, to provide 
an additional momentum to in-depth 
practical cooperation, and facilitate the 
business links establishment, as well as 
the promotion of promising projects of 
mutual benefit.

I sincerely wish you success in your 
work and all the best.
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The Foreign Minister  
of the Russian Federation

Sergey V. Lavrov

I welcome both participants in and guests 
of the third Russia-Vietnam industrial ex-
hibition “Expo-Russia Vietnam 2019”.

In Southeast Asia, Vietnam is a 
long-standing and reliable friend of 
Russia. For nearly seven decades, rela-
tions between the two states serve as a 
model of an equal, mutually beneficial, 
and all-weather cooperation.

Today, our links have reached the level 
of a comprehensive strategic partner-
ship. Its integral component is our trade 
and economic cooperation, which have 
been demonstrating strong positive 

momentum. “Expo-Russia Vietnam” 
makes a significant contribution to 
building practical co-operation. This 
forum has proved itself as a top request-
ed platform for information exchange, 
meetings, coordination of promising 
joint projects and programs in a wide 
range of areas.

What is giving the exhibition special 
meaning and significance, is that it is 
held within the framework of the Year 
of Russia in Vietnam and the Year of Vi-
etnam in Russia. I wish the participants 
fruitful work and all the best.
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s Vu Tien Loc

Chairman and President of Vietnam Chamber  
of Commerce and Industry

On behalf of the Vietnam Chamber of Com-
merce and Industry, I would like to extend 
my warmest welcome and congratulation to 
our agencies, units and businesses partici-
pating in the Vietnam–Russia International  
Exhibit ion which wil l be held from  
November 14–16, 2019 at the Architecture  
and Construction Planning Palace  — 
No. 1 Do Duc Duc, Hanoi.

Vietnam–Russia International Exhibition 
organized by Vietnam Chamber of Com-
merce and Industry in collaboration with 
Zarubezh-Expo, Russian Federation under 
the auspices of the Governments of the two 
countries. This is the 3rd Exhibition takes 
place in Hanoi, attracting a large number of 
businesses, regions and independent repub-
lics of Russia as well as many provinces and 
cities of Vietnam to participate.

Vietnam–Russia International Exhibition 
2019 is considered the most significant event 
of activities in the Vietnam–Russia, Vietnam–
Russia Cross Year. Those meaningful events 
were approved by the Prime Minister on the 
occasion of the 25th anniversary of the sign-
ing of the Treaty on the basic principles of 
Vietnam–Russia relations. The exhibition will 
undoubtedly will certainly contribute to creat-
ing a favorable environment for businesses to 
exchange and cooperate; to seek for potentials 
partner and markets, and transfer technology 
to improve product quality, expand markets, 
build up and honor the trading brand. 

Within the framework of the Exhibition, we 
also hold Vietnam–Russia Trade and Invest-

ment Promotion Forum. The forum will focus 
on discussing the specific and practical issues 
related to investment and business opportu-
nities, providing tools to take full advantages 
in this context. Additionally, the specialized 
round–tables on Health / Energy / Construc-
tion and Agriculture will be held to provide 
enterprises with the latest information on the 
market and technology, then develop a effec-
tive strategy to accomplish the business goals.

I strongly believe that the Vietnam-Russia 
International Exhibition will continue to 
serve as a bridge between businesses of the 
two countries, significantly contribute to the 
growth of trade between Russia and Vietnam, 
affirm the effective and positive cooperation 
between our countries, especially on the oc-
casion of Vietnam–Russia, Russia–Vietnam 
cross year. The exhibition will contribute to 
promoting the further development of trade 
and investment relations between Russia and 
Vietnam, diversifying forms and trends of 
economic cooperation, expanding coopera-
tion in social and humanitarian fields as well 
as promoting export products of both sides.

I really appreciate the efforts of the 
Zarubezh-Expo, the Russian Federation, 
which has actively coordinated with us to 
successfully organize the Vietnam–Russia 
International Exhibition in recent years. 

Wishing the Vietnam–Russia International 
Exhibition 2019 great success.

Wishing businesses and all participants in the 
Exhibition the great achievement and victories.
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President of the Chamber of Commerce  
and Industry of the Russian Federation

On behalf of the Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry of the Russian Federation 
I would like to welcome participants, 
guests and organizers of the Third In-
ternational Industrial Exhibition «EX-
PO-RUSSIA VIETNAM 2019» and 
Third Russian-Vietnamese transregion-
al business-forum.

Vietnam holds one of the key positions in 
the development of cooperation between 
Russia and APAC countries. Recently ex-
port-import relations between the coun-
tries have shown positive dynamics.

At the exhibition «EXPO-RUSSIA VI-
ETNAM 2019» export-oriented innova-

tive products and inventions of compa-
nies and scientific organizations as well 
as perspective projects of different re-
gional industries of both countries will 
be presented. 

I believe that the exhibition and 
its eventful business program will 
strengthen trade and economic rela-
tions between Russia and Vietnam, pro-
mote Russian high-technology products 
and extend investment cooperation be-
tween the two countries.

I wish all participants, guests and or-
ganizers effective work, plans fulfill-
ment and success in goals achievement!
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I welcome the participants and guests of 
the Third International Industrial Exhi-
bition ЕХРО-RUSSIA VIETNAM 2019!

The Ministry of Defense of the Russian 
Federation considers Vietnam to be a stra-
tegic ally, long-time and reliable friend.

The international exhibition opening in 
the capital of Vietnam is included into 
the consolidated program of the Year of 
the Russian Federation in the Socialist 
Republic of Vietnam and the Year of 
the Socialist Republic of Vietnam in the 
Russian Federation.

We are grateful to the exhibition organ-
izers for the opportunity to join events 
dedicated to the “cross year” of two 
countries on our site.

The organization of such an authori-
tative international event is complex, 

comprehensive and creative work that 
requires efforts of many departments 
and institutions.

Today Russian-Vietnamese relations 
are vigorously developing in various 
directions, including those in the field 
of military and military-technical co-
operation. Thanks to the long-term suc-
cessful work, we managed to lay a secure 
foundation for bilateral partnership.

I am convinced that this exhibition will 
be held in a constructive way, and its 
work will result in the searching for new 
ideas and solutions for the development 
of multilateral ties in industrial sectors.

I wish you effective work and all the 
success!

A.V. Fomin 

Deputy Minister of Defense  
of the Russian Federation, Colonel-General
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State Secretary — Deputy Minister  
of Energy of the Russian Federation

On behalf of the Ministry of Energy of the 
Russian Federation, I welcome organizers, 
participants and guests of the Third Rus-
sian-Vietnamese Industrial Exhibition 
“EXPO-RUSSIA VIETNAM 2019”.

Globality of the energy problems, in-
creasing politicization thereof, as well 
as objective significance of the Russian 
fuel and energy complex in the global 
energy sector, necessitate strengthen-
ing and comprehensive development of 
international cooperation in the energy 
sector. Thus, stable relations with tra-
ditional consumers of Russian energy 
resources, expansion and diversification 
of forms of cooperation with them hold 
much significance in the context of en-
suring energy security nowadays.

Cooperation between Russia and Vi-
etnam is one of the priority areas of 
Russia’s foreign economic policy. The 

long-term partnership between our 
Countries in the energy sector has stra-
tegic and comprehensive nature, con-
stantly enriched with new meaningful 
scope. Joint efforts with our Vietnamese 
partners serve the interests not only of 
deepening the bilateral cooperation, but 
also of increasing the energy stability of 
the region as a whole.

I am sure that during the Exhibition, 
representatives of Russian and Viet-
namese companies, business communi-
ty and government agencies will have a 
good opportunity to discuss the practi-
cal aspects of partnership between our 
countries, including in the framework 
of energy projects implementation.

I wish organizers, participants and 
guests of the exhibition success and ef-
fective work.
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Project director of
“High Technologies of Russia”, 

Lyubov V. Strozhaeva

I am glad to welcome the participants 
in, guests and organizers of the Third 
International Industrial Exhibition 
“EXPO–RUSSIA VIETNAM 2019”. 

Our cooperation with Vietnam consti-
tutes an important part of the interna-
tional relations history of our state for 
more than half a century. The friendly, 
trusted relations between the two coun-
tries have stood the test of time. Cur-
rently, the cooperation between Russia 
and Vietnam is actively developing, as 
the economic, defense, scientific and 
technical, educational and cultural 
fields are already covered. 

The free trade agreement signed in 2015 
by the Eurasian Economic Union and the 
Socialist Republic of Vietnam, set a sig-
nificant milestone in the development of 
Russia-Vietnam economic relations.

The new stage of economic cooperation 
is marked not only by continuation of 
the earlier large-scale interstate projects 
and addition of new ones, in particular, 
in the fuel and energy sector, but also 
by the intensification of small-to-me-
dium businesses cooperation, and the 
strengthening of links between individ-
ual regions of Russia and Vietnam. 

The growing mutual interest of the busi-
ness communities of both countries 
requires new platforms for the organi-

zational and informational support of 
trade, investment and technological 
cooperation between Russian and Vi-
etnamese companies. The International 
Industrial Exhibition “EXPO–RUSSIA 
VIETNAM”, having been taking place 
on a regular basis since 2015, provided 
a successful response to the abovesaid 
request. Two previous exhibitions has 
showed high demand for and produc-
tivity of the new format.

The third international industrial exhibi-
tion “EXPO–RUSSIA VIETNAM 2019” 
is dedicated to the cross Year of the Rus-
sian Federation in the Socialist Republic 
of Vietnam and the Year of the Socialist 
Republic of Vietnam in the Russian Fed-
eration, which provides it with a special 
political and cultural context. 

I am sure that the representativeness, 
scale and thematic diversity of the In-
ternational Exhibition events, including 
the new business program, will lay the 
foundation for the upcoming significant 
achievements in the field of Russia-Vi-
etnam business cooperation, and give a 
new momentum to the development of 
trade, economic and technological co-
operation between our companies. 

I wish you all fruitful work at the exhi-
bition and long-term cooperation with 
your new partners!
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On behalf of the organizing committee, I 
sincerely congratulate all participants of the 
EXPO-RUSSIA VIETNAM 2019 exhibition 
and the Interregional Business Forum, which 
have ranked high in the government-ap-
proved program “Cross Year of Russia and 
Vietnam-2019”. High attention to bilateral 
relations is made evident by the fact of the 
Russian delegation being headed by Sergey A. 
TSYB, First Deputy Minister of Industry and 
Trade of the Russian Federation.

As has been noted at a meeting of the or-
ganizing committee with the participation 
of Mr. TRINH DINH DUNG, the Deputy 
Prime Minister of the Socialist Republic of 
Vietnam, in the Moscow “Radisson” business 
center, “EXPO-RUSSIA VIETNAM 2019” 
contributes to the “Asia-Pacific Free Trade 
and Investment Concept” implementation. 
In order to expand cooperative links, it has 
been decided to hold the Forum of Russian 
and Vietnamese Regions as part of the exhi-
bition, for the first time. This event is being 
prepared in conjunction with the Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry of the Socialist 
Republic of Vietnam, which has already in-
vited Chairmen of the People’s Committees 
from 58 Vietnam provinces and 5 cities of re-
publican subordination, to meet with Russian 
colleagues. Thus, the exhibition in Hanoi will 
provide exhibitors with an excellent opportu-
nity to continue the negotiations launched in 
Moscow, consolidate the agreements reached, 
and present their products visual examples to 
their partners.

In the course of preparations, we have be-
come convinced, once again, that our deci-
sion to expand operations into this wonderful 
Southeast Asian country has proved correct. 
The links between our countries go back 
centuries. Vietnam has long been seen as a 
Key Gateway into the Asia-Pacific region for 
businesses from all over the world, including 
Russia. In the business program of the exhi-
bition and forum, a great deal of considera-
tion is attached to strategic projects, due to 
which the title “High Technologies of Russia: 
Development Strategy and Export Potential” 
prepared as part of the “Russia-Vietnam: New 
Economy” project of the State Duma Com-
mittee on Foreign Affairs, is intended to be 
presented. The Russian exposition at the 2019 
exhibition will feature export-oriented prod-
ucts of enterprises, joint promising develop-
ments and investment projects. At the meet-
ings with heads of regional administrations 
of Russia, it is planned to analyze further 
ways to boost mutual trade in the light of the 
Free Trade Agreement Between Vietnam and 
APEC Countries, based on new bilateral set-
tlements denominated in national currencies.

I wish all the participants success in all their 
endeavors, as well as pleasant time in Viet-
nam, effective negotiations on the promotion 
of Russian business in Southeast Asia, long-
term contacts to be established and mutually 
beneficial agreements to be concluded.

Chairman of organizing committee of the International 
exhibition “Expo-Russia Vietnam 2019”  
and the Vietnam-Russia Interregional Forum 
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The center was created with the aim of facilitating 
the entry of republican exporters into foreign mar-
kets, increasing the export potential of the Republic 
of Bashkortostan, as well as realization of tasks in 
support of domestic non-raw-materials exports.

The Center is responsible for providing analytical, 
consulting, organizational, financial and other sup-
port of foreign trade activities of subjects of small 
and average business of the Republic of Bashkorto-
stan, facilitating their access to international mar-
kets of goods, services and technologies. ANO “The 
coordination center for support of export-oriented 
subjects of small and medium-sized enterprises of 
the Republic of Bashkortostan” provides the follow-
ing types of services to small and medium-sized en-
terprises of the republic:

1. Information on issues of export activities;

2. Advice on export activities, in particular through 
the involvement of third-party experts;

3. Assistance in the development and promotion of 
export and relevant investment proposals, including 
the preparation and translation of presentation and 
other materials into foreign languages.

Russia, Republic of Bashkortostan, 450008,  
Ufa, 95 Pushkina st. 
+7(347) 246-68-16, +7(347) 246-89-28 
exportcenter@bashkortostan.ru 
bashexport.com

ANO “THE COORDINATION CENTER FOR SUPPORT  
OF EXPORT-ORIENTED SUBJECTS OF SMALL AND MEDIUM-SIZED  
ENTERPRISES OF THE REPUBLIC OF BASHKORTOSTAN” 
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Blagovarsky selection and genetic center LLC 
is  a  supplier of modern high-tech feed for the in-
dustrial cultivation of farm animals and poultry. 
Our factory has a capacity of 10 tons per hour and 
an elevator with a capacity of 24 thousand tons. The 
production is certified by HACCP and ISO 9001. 
The new feed mill of the enterprise is equipped with 
advanced technological equipment, which allows 
precise dosing of raw materials using a 0.5% premix. 
The granulation line provides high-quality gran-
ules from 2.5 to 4.5 mm. An automated production 
system monitors and controls each process in feed 
production. The workshop can produce granular 
and loose feed. he production laboratory is equipped 
with the latest technology and carries out laborato-
ry tests of incoming raw materials and finished feed, 
and also controls the quality at each technological 
stage at the feed production stage. We can offer 
the supply of high-quality full-feed feeds, as well  
as BVMD (with any percentage of input) for indus-
trial animal husbandry and poultry farming, which 
make it possible to use the full potential of animal 
growth energy contained in the feed.

Agro-industrial complex and food manufacturing industry

RUSSIAN FEDERATION, 452747, 
BASHKORTOSTAN REPUBLIC, UFA CIT 
PROSPECT OKTYABRA, h. 84/4
8 347 251 16 82, 8 914 493 02 28
8 906 376 94 28
osipkin@ufasgc.ru
www.ufasgc.ru    
  

LLC BLAGOVARSKIY SELECTION AND GENETIC CENTER   
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Technical parameters for standardt setsThe Whipstock system 
KLEN-HA

DRILLING INNOVATION LLC

Drilling innovation LLC aims to live up to 
its name and offers to Customers innovative 
products, which save their time and materi-
al resources. The main activity of our com-
pany is technology and equipment for win-
dow-cutting in cased and/or open hole well 
by application of one-trip whipstock with 
hydraulic anchor/packer.

Our Whipstock advantages:
• One trip whipstock
• Our whipstock, although very simple in 

design, provide a reliable anchor.
• The use of our whipstocks allows the cut-

ting of the window in casings without any 
cementing or similar operations with incli-
nations up to 90º.

• The double mill cutter is reinforced with 
metal-ceramic composition and reinforced 
by alloy plates that make possible high-
speed milling.

• The use of our whipstocks makes possible 
window-cutting operations of only 4 to 8 
hours, depending on casing thickness, cas-
ing steel grade, and inclination angle in the 
window-cutting interval.

• Whipstock system can be used with Close 
Valve System (CVS) for orientation by MWD. 
CVS allows to circulate while running at any 
depth with flow rate up to 600 GPM.

All technologies and equipment meet inter-
national standards for quality, technological 
parameters and reliability.

Russian Federation, 452614, Oktyabrsky city,  
Republic of Bashkortostan, Kujbyshev str, #40/1, office 43
+7 (927) 304-68-10, +7 (927)32-33-727
+7 (34767) 3-17-00
inburdi@mail.ru
diddt.com

Oil & Gas
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Russia, 453397, Republic of Bashkortostan, 
Zianchurinsky R-n, Isemgul,  
Chekmareva street 42A
+79033626307
orenasg@mail.ru

COMPANY “INYAK”

LLC INYAK is a part of the Alliance group of com-
panies which includes several more agricultural 
enterprises. Our company specializes in growing 
cereals, chickpeas, lentils, sunflower, mustard. He is 
interested in the production of promising and high-
yield crops. Also develops other productions, for ex-
ample disposable wooden spoons, forks, knives from 
a birch. We are interested in continuing to engage in 
various profitable production in other areas. 
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LLC UFA SELECTION AND HYBRID CENTER   

Russian Federation, 452747  
BASHKORTOSTAN REPUBLIC, UFA CITY 
PROSPECT OKTYABRA, h. 84/4  
8 (347) 251-16-82, 8 (914) 493-02-28  
8 (906) 376-94-28
osipkin@ufasgc.ru
www.ufasgc.ru    
  

Agro-industrial complex and food manufacturing industry

LLC UFA SELECTION AND HYBRID 
CENTER WAS established in order to supply 
the companies with high-quality breeding 
stock of pigs. The company has a full-cycle 
production. Zoo-sanitary inspection award-
ed the title of 4th degree compartment, which 
means that the complex is highly protected. 
In 2016, the compex was listed in the Register 
of breeders of the Ministry of Agriculture of 

the Russian Federation and received the sta-
tus of a breed live stock farm. We offer high-
ly productive and healthy clean breeding, 
hybrid pigs and boars wich have high meat 
characteristics. It owns the following breeds: 
Large White, Landras, on mother’s and fa-
ther’s sides, Duroc. The main chracteristics 
you may have by using our pigs in breeding:
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Agro-industrial complex and food manufacturing industry 

Russia, 243240,Bryansk region, Bryansk 
Uritskogo, 139
+7 (800) 700-88-32
info@lessorb.ru
www.lessorb.ru

LTD “LESSORB”

Ltd. Lessorb was founded in 1994 and is one of the first 
companies in Russia that has entered the market of servic-
es in the field of liquidation of emergency oil spills.

Company offers consumers a wide range of materials and 
equipment for all sections of oil spill containment

Since 1996, a training and production center has been op-
erating, where several thousand people from all over Rus-
sia have been trained. Close connection with consumers 
allows a company to produce products that meet the prac-
tical requirements of consumers in all kinds of conditions 
for its use.

The participation in the exhibition was organized by the 
Center for the Coordination of Export-oriented Small and 
Medium Enterprises of the Bryansk Region as part of the 
implementation of the national project “International Co-
operation and Export”.
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Agro-industrial complex and food manufacturing industry 

Russia, 241050,Bryansk region,  
Starodub, Lenina, 26 
+7 (903) 868-23-17
moltorg32@mail.ru 
moltorg32.ru

LTD. “MOLTORG”

The company is engaged in the production, sale and distribu-
tion of whole milk, sour-milk and fat-and-oil products, They 
use advanced technologies and modern equipment, which 
allows products to be produced in accordance with interna-
tional standards without the use of preservatives, preserving 
their classic taste with sufficient sales periods.

The participation in the exhibition was organized by the 
Center for the Coordination of Export-oriented Small and 
Medium Enterprises of the Bryansk Region as part of the 
implementation of the national project “International Coop-
eration and Export”.
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Russia, 241047, Bryansk, 66/4 Telmana str.
+7 (905) 177-09-95, +7 (905) 174-90-32
+7 (952) 960-32-22
partnersetc@mail.ru

LLC PARTNERS RID

LLC Partners RID is a distributor of enterprises pro-
ducing high-quality food products for: retail trade; 
Components in the production of snacks; HoReCa; 
a cafe; School and factory canteens in the EurAsEC 
countries.

The professionalism of the company’s employees al-
lows us to conduct export-import operations in a con-
fident and timely manner.

Partners RID Company hopes for long-term and mu-
tually beneficial cooperation with partners from Viet-
nam!

The participation in the exhibition was organized by 
the Center for the Coordination of Export-oriented 
Small and Medium Enterprises of the Bryansk Region 
as part of the implementation of the national project 
“International Cooperation and Export”.
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Medicine and pharmaceuticals

Russia, 670034,  
Republic of Buryatia, 
Hahalova 12A
+7 (3012) 44-17-80 
diamed2005@yandex.ru 
novoskin.net

The project aims to create the production of a new 
product — wound dressing under the trade name 
“NovoSkin”, based on a collagen-laminin matrix us-
ing innovative cellular technologies.

Using tissue-engineering approaches, our specialists 
obtained a protein composition consisting of  two 
components — collagen and the main binding pro-
tein  —  the laminin of the basement membrane, 
which are in full histotypic similarity with the struc-
ture of human skin. The finished product is much 
more economical, with a longer shelf life, unpreten-
tious storage conditions compared to existing ana-
logues.

Wound cover “NovoSkin” is intended for topical 
treatment of II-III degree burns, sluggish uninfect-
ed wounds, post-traumatic wounds, trophic ulcers, 
frostbite and pressure sores, bullous epidermolysis 
and various types of pemphigus.
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Russia, 454006, Chelyabinsk region,  
Chelyabinsk, ulitsa Rossiyskaya 110, korpus 1
8 351 214 06 06
cpe@fond74.ru
www.cpe74.ru

EXPORT SUPPORT CENTER OF CHELYABINSK REGION

We help small and medium-sized businesses enter 
foreign markets. We advise on foreign trade issues 
for free, train, develop work strategies. We pay for 
participation in exhibitions and conferences, we 
provide translators. We find foreign partners, help 
establish contacts. We solve related issues.
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Russia, Chelyabinsk region, Chelyabinsk, 
Paveletskaya 2-aya ulitsa, 36/1, office 303
+7 (351) 216 30 23
info@composit-group.ru
compositgroup74.ru 

LLC “COMPOSITE GROUP CHELYABINSK”

Many companies are engaged in the production of 
reinforcing elements in our country, but only in the 
Composite Group Chelyabinsk the manufacture of 
these products is based on the introduction of inno-
vative technologies. Despite its youth, the company 
has taken a strong position in the market for the sale 
of reinforcing products from composite materials.

The company “Composite Group Chelyabinsk” pro-
duces competitive fittings with increased strength 
and resistance to corrosion, all this is possible thanks 
to the use of innovative technologies patented by the 
company. The technical characteristics of the rein-
forcement produced in this company allow it to find 
the widest application in both civil and industrial 
construction, as well as use it to strengthen bridges 
and fences during road construction.

The use of composite reinforcement greatly increases 
the service life of structures, as well as their turna-
round time, due to the high anti-corrosion resist-
ance, high strength, especially tensile strength, 
durability, low density and thermal conductivity, 
do not forget about environmental friendliness 
and fire safety. It should be noted that composite 
reinforcement is much cheaper and more afforda-
ble than steel.
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LLC SCIENTIFIC  
AND TECHNICAL CENTER 

“HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES”

Russia, 454007, Chelyabinsk region,  
Chelyabinsk, ulitsa Sorokoletiya Oktyabrya, 19
+7 351 7751420
office@momentum.ru
momentum.ru

Scientific and Technical Center “Drive Technology” 
is a production and engineering company special-
izing in the development and implementation of 
electric drive systems, process control systems and 
instrumentation, as well as the production of a wide 
range of electrical products (Complete switchgear, 
low-voltage complete devices, reactive power com-
pensation devices, etc.)

The history of the company began in 2000 with 3 
people and a small office in the basement of one of 
the residential buildings of the city of Chelyabinsk. 
Today, the company has more than 200 employees 
with its own office building in the city center and a 
modern production site, and the Privodnaya Tech-
nika group of companies includes 4 enterprises with 
more than 700 employees, three production sites lo-
cated in Chelyabinsk and Snezhinsk, and there are 
also production facilities and warehouse bases in the 
cities of Nizhnevartovsk and Nefteyugansk.

During the work of the company, our specialists 
have successfully implemented more than 500 pro-
jects, the objects and enterprises for which the work 
was carried out represent almost all industries.

In 2016, our company was included in the TE-
CHUSPEX 2016 rating (organized by the Ministry 
of Economic Development and the Higher School of 
Economics), as one of the fastest growing innovative 
enterprises in the country.

The high competence of our specialists, as well as 
the constan+G32:I33o maintain leadership positions 
in the field of development and implementation of 
electric drive systems, and the presence of our own 
department of promising development allows us to 
conduct our own development of modern convert-
ing equipment.
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Chemical industry

Russia, 454084, Cheliabinsk,  
Engelsa street 44 D, office 607
8-922-711-25-54
NewtonCoating@gmail.com
NewtonCoating.com

LLC “NEWTON COATING”  

The company is a direct manufacturer of liquid ce-
ramic heat-reflective coatings and energy-efficient 
materials. Energy-efficient liquid ceramic insula-
tion designed to protect against high temperatures 
and solar radiation, as well as to save thermal energy 
with a minimum coating thickness. The material is a 
professional coating and innovative development of 
the company. The service life of the coating is at least 
10 years in a wide variety of operating conditions 
and for a wide variety of objects — from construc-
tion to various types of vehicles.
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The excavator on base of tractor “Uralets”

Semi-trailer dump truck “ Uralets”Mini-tractor “ Uralets-220”

LLC TRACTOR

RUSSIA, 456580,  
Yemanzhelinsk, Lenina 10
+7-351-38-2-41-04 
+7-351-900-91-77 
minitractor@mail.ru 
WWW.УРАЛЕЦ.РФ    
  

The company was founded in 2000. The 
main direction-production of minitractors 
Uralets and attachments for agriculture, 
utilities, forestry.
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Agro-industrial complex and food manufacturing industry

1. Instant Oatmeal

2. Oat Flakes

3. Oat Flakes weight 25 kg

PROGRESS LLC  

Russia, 457000, Chelyabinsk region,  
Uvelskiy setttlement, 59 Zheleznodorozhnaya str.
+7 (351)21-15-000 
+7 (351)214-67-00
secretariat@uvelka.ru
www.uvelka.ru

Uvelka is created for those who pay attention to the 
quality and ingredients of a product, strive to keep 
on a healthy diet, love to experiment and spend time 
with the family.

Uvelka can give a consumer the best cereal prod-
ucts for easy daily cooking genuine and natural 
taste and f lavor, nutritious and healthy diet for 
the whole family. 

Modern production technologies provide careful 
handling of the product and saving of all the useful 
substances in the structure of the selected grain.

Modern technologies and careful processing of pure 
selected grain, natural taste and flavor of cooked 
dishes, natural coating effect and fiber necessary for 
the body — all this is Uvelka. 
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Russia, 454045, 
Chelyabinsk region, Chelyabinsk,  
ulitsa Pervaya Potrebitel’skaya, 11, of. 2
8(351)2100110
Sales74@yandex.ru 
triumf-kf.ru/en
     
 

LLC TRADING HOUSE “TRIUMPH”

Confectionary factory “Triumph” is a young and 
modern enterprise in Chelyabinsk. We produce con-
fectionery under the trademarks «Vybor Lakomki»™, 
«Vi+»™, «Veselyye istorii»™, «Krutyeny»™. The range 
of products has more than one hundred positions 
and is of high quality and excellent taste.

Production is equipped with modern European 
equipment that allows to maintain high quality. 
A staff of professional technologists and own quality 
laboratory ensure the safety of products and compli-
ance with all government regulations.

We have created a bright and spectacular packaging, 
made it functional and practical. We care about you, 
we strive to bring the most delicious moments into 
your life.
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Education and science

NPP “UCHTEH-PROFI” LLC

Russia, 454080, Chelyabinsk, Kommuna str., 147
8 (351) 729-90-11
8 (922) 234-80-21
Labpro@mail.ru
www.Labstand.ru

NPP “UCHTEH-PROFI” (LLC) is an acknowl-
edged leader in design and manufacture of training 
equipment in Russia. Company has huge scientific 
and production support base and produces more 
than 4500 types of products and more than 110 
ready-to-operate laboratories for many professional 
and educational training areas such as physics, me-
chanics, energy, automation, engineering, agricul-
ture etc. More than 1100 of company products comes 
under the notion of high-tech ones.

Company produces the following types of products: 
educational and research plants, simulators and em-
ulators of production plants and processing lines, 
3D virtual products, boards, projection complexes, 
interactive visual AIDS.

Company has supplied its products to more than 
3100 universities, colleges and training facilities of 
Russia and foreign countries.
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CHETRA LLC is a specialized company that ex-
clusively provides industrial and utility service 
machinery manufactured by the Promtractor plant. 
Today the plant is producing 7 models of bulldozers, 
4 models of pipelayers (side-booms) and 2 models 
of wheel machinery for construction, mining and 
petroleum industry. The company also produces 3 
models of skid steer loaders which are used in com-
munity services, public and road construction.

The company is also an exclusive supplier of spare 
parts and OEM-components by ChAZ TM man-
ufactured by the Cheboksary Aggregate Plant. 
The plant specializes in the serial production of 
undercarriage systems for industrial, agricultural, 
forestry machinery of Russian production and for 
foreign industrial machinery (Komatsu, Caterpil-
lar, Liebherr, Shantui etc.)

OOO “EUROTRANSSNAB” is engaged in manufacture  
of water-dispersion paints, water-based.

The Narodnye Promysly shop was opened in May, 
2003 for the purpose of revival, preservation and 
development of folk arts and handicrafts of the 
Chuvash Republic. Here you can find works by 

more than 1000 gifted artisans that specialize in 
different forms of folk arts (national embroidery 
and ornamentation, wood carving and painting, 
vine weaving, ceramics, weaving, and etc.)

CHETRA LLC

EUROTRANSSNAB LLC

NARODNYE PROMYSLY LLC

UNION CHAMBER OF COM-
MERCE AND INDUSTRY OF 
THE CHUVASH REPUBLIC

Union Chamber of Commerce and Industry of the Chu-
vash Republic is a non-governmental and nonprofit organ-
ization. The mission of the CCI lies in the transformation 
of the Chuvash Republic into an attractive-for-business re-
gion of the Russian Federation, promotion of job creation, 
and contributing to success of Chamber members.

Russian Federation, 428022, Chuvash Republic,  
Cheboksary, 1, 7A, prospekt Mira
7 8352 387455
chetra@tplants.com
www.chetra.ru

Russian Federation, 429950, Chuvash Republic,  
Novocheboksarsk, 69 Promyshlennaja street
+7-8352-386058, 386058@list.ru 

Russian Federation, 428000, Chuvash Republic,  
Cheboksary, ulitsa K. Marksa, 19/7 
+7 (8352) 62-06-38, n.promysly@yandex.ru, promysly21.ru

Russian Federation, 428029, Chuvash Republic,  
Cheboksary, prospekt I. Iakovleva, 4/2
+7 (8352) 70-91-61
tpp@tppchr.ru, tppchr@inbox.ru
tppchr.ru
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The Stroymash company exists since 2001. It has 
own history and traditions.
Now we are leading in our industry in Russia and 
are entering the international market. 
We supply general mechanical rubber goods to the as-
sembly lines of the well-known automotive engineer-
ing manufacturers: the KamAZ automobile factory, 
the GAZ automobile factory, the YAMZ engine plant, 
the TMZ engine plant and Volkswagen Group Rus.
We specialize in the production of gaskets, isolation 
pads, silentblocks, cuffs, seals, hoses, seal rings.
We pay special attention to quality control — each prod-
uct is tested by machine and manually.
All the time we try to develop and introduce all 
new technologies.

Our company already uses the ERP management 
system, the addressed storage system.
It helps us to produce high-quality products at the 
best price and deliver it to our customers on time.
Buying our products, you buy the long-term work 
of your equipment.         
We use modern equipment of the european manu-
facturers: DESMA (Germany), MAPLAN (Austria), 
PERKUTE (Germany),UTP vision (Italy), BAR-
WELL (England), PUMA (Italy).
Highly efficient machines help to manufact the prod-
ucts conforming the requirements of the customers.
We can produce any general mechanical rubber 
goods according to your requirements.

Joint stock company “Cheboksary production Asso-
ciation named after V. I. Chapaev” is one of the larg-
est and oldest enterprises in Russia, producing a wide 
range of products. 
Long experience, developed production infrastruc-
ture and production facilities, a positive reputation of 
the company in the industry markets, quality man-
agement system certified for compliance with inter-
national standards ISO 9001, allow us to serve large 
orders, ensure reliability and high quality products.
As part of the Association:
1. pyrotechnic production in which the main direc-
tions are concentrated:
- means of influence on weather, including anti-hail 

rockets “Alazan” (in the territory of the Russian Fed-
eration the enterprise is the only serial producer of 
rockets and the main supplier on all state purchases 
of the Russian meteorological services);
- fire extinguishing products;
- railway signal petard.
 2. rubber production, including:
- a wide range of rubber-technical products for vari-
ous industries and shipbuilding;
- children’s rubber balls (the company is the only 
manufacturer in Russia);
- rubber footwear.
Every year the Association introduces technological 
and product innovations.

Production of metal products for engineering net-
works of the heat and power complex of Russia in the 
field of heat supply, water supply and sanitation, as 

well as in the industry of technological pipelines and 
gas pipelines.

Russian Federation, 428012,Cheboksary, Kanashskoe shosse, 7, Litera E
+7 (8352) 24-32-33, +7 (8352) 24-33-11
stroymash@fsilicone.ru, strsite.ru

JSC “STROYMASH”

JSC “CHEBOKSARY  
PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION  
N.A. V.I. CHAPAEV”

LLC “TSIVILSKY  
METALWARE FACTORY”

Russia, 428006, Chuvash Republic, Cheboksary 
Socialisticheskaya srt., 1
8-835-2396621, 8-835-2396632, 8-835-2396005
op_rtp@mail.ru, en.chapaew.ru 

Russian Federation, 428012, Chuvash Republic,  
Cheboksary, st. Gladkova, 15a 
+7 (8352) 655-814, info@czm21.ru, czm21.ru  
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1. Keralin

2. Keralin and Litolin

Construction

Russian Federaton, 679016,  
Jewish AR, Stjazhkina st. 27 
+79148159661
serggorun@mail.ru
Литофлекс.рф

 The company is engaged in the production of uni-
versal finishing materials:

Keralin is a facing material having the surface of 
a natural flexible clinker brick. Keralin is a REAL 
clinker brick tile with the ability to bend at any an-
gle. The surfaces finished with Keralin tiles are in-
distinguishable from surfaces laid with natural fired 
ceramic bricks.

Litolin is a facing material having a surface of natu-
ral decorative stone, but the facing process is com-
parable to pasting with classic wallpaper. Litolin is 
a thin section of a compressed quartz agglomerate, 
mounted on a durable, elasticized special impregna-
tion substrate.

LLC “LITOFLEKS”
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Construction

Russian Federation, 679100,  
Jewish autonomous region, Obluchye, 
Dorozhnaja st. 14-a
8-924-151-70 
8-4212-67-00-76
office@gcsmart.com

“SMART” LLC

The Smart group of companies is a leader in the mar-
ket of the Jewish Autonomous Region in timber har-
vesting and processing. 

The main ones are birch, spruce, and larch wood. 

The annual volume of logging exceeds 100 m3. 

Having serious production facilities, our own fleet 

consisting of Jhon Deer logging complexes, Ive-
co, Mercèdes logging trucks, Wood Maizer, Raute 
woodworking equipment, we are ready to offer our 
products for construction, furniture and other areas 
of Vietnam’s industry in the form of lumber, veneer, 
plywood, charcoal.
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Construction

PLANT OF TRANSLUCENT STRUCTURES “STROY LIGA”, LLC “LIGA PLUS”

Russia, 679000, Birobidzhan,  
Chitinskaya st.
89241557799, 89247420855
89247420955 
sleaozakaz@yandex.ru

Production of windows and facades of PVC and alu-
minum beam. Sale of fittings and components for 
windows and facades.Je
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Russia, 679000,  Birobidzhan 
str. Styazhkina, 26
8(42622)23994
8(964)4769990
brjanskaja5@mail.ru

VOSTOK-REGION-PRODUCT LLC

LLC  “Vostok-Region-Product Type of activity: 

1. Wholesale and retail sale of food;

2. Own retail chain of stores, 30 (supermarket and 
traditional shops);

3. Own transport company.

Contracts: 

1. Distributor of LLC “Baltika PK»;

2. The company “SKIT”; etc.

Own warehouse more than 12000 sq. m.
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Russia, 236038, Kaliningrad 
Y. Gagarin Street, house 1, building 1, office 11
+79062370335
dan_68@mail.ruGREEN-LOGISTICS, LTD

Trade / Export / Import / Logistic Services. More than 50 con-
tracts B26:I48 Russian and foreign manufacturers / import-
ers / distributors. More than 10,000 items of goods in annual 
turnover. The main specialization is retail chains.Good mix 
opportunities. there are developments for the production of 
private brands.
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Russia, 236022, Kaliningrad region, Kaliningrad, 
“Mega” Trade Centre, Uralskaya street, 18, office 442
+7 (4012) 994 588, +7 (4012) 994 588 (ex. 929)
info@mbkaliningrad.ru 
dyachenko@mbkaliningrad.ru
mbkaliningrad.ru    
  

FUND “KALININGRAD REGION BUSINESS SUPPORT CENTRE  
(MICROCREDIT COMPANY)”

Fund “Kaliningrad Region Business Support 
Centre (Microcredit Company)” was estab-
lished in 2013 and is an integral part of the 
infrastructure of the Government of the Kalin-
ingrad Region in terms of supporting entrepre-
neurship in the Kaliningrad Region.

The activities of the Fund are coordinated by 
the Ministry of Economic Development, In-
dustry and Trade of the Kaliningrad Region, 
which forms and implements state policies to 
support and develop small businesses in the 
Kaliningrad Region.

The Kaliningrad region Export Support 
Center is a  structural unit of the Fund and 
was created with the aim of stimulating and 
involving small and medium enterprises of 

the Kaliningrad Region in foreign economic 
activity, providing informational, analytical, 
consulting and organizational support for 
foreign economic activity of small and me-
dium enterprises of the Kaliningrad Region, 
as well as facilitating their entry into inter-
national commodity markets, services and 
technologies, improve competitiveness and 
efficiency.

The Kaliningrad region Export Support 
Center provides services to small and medi-
um enterprises that seek to develop the exist-
ing export activities of their enterprise by the 
support of the Center’s services, as well as to 
potential exporters who wish to export their 
goods (services).
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Agro-industrial complex and food manufacturing industry

Russia, 236004, Kaliningrad region, Kaliningrad, 
st. Dzerzhinsky, 130, liter D1, floor 2, office 17
+7 (4012) 68-78-62
info@rybtehcentr.ru
www.rybtehcentr.ru

OJSC SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION “RYBTECHCENTRE“
IE AVRAMENKO T.N.

Scientific Production Association “RYBTECHCEN-
TRE” is a dynamically developing machine-building 
enterprise specializing in design and production of 
fish-processing equipment for fishing vessels and 
onshore factories, meat canning combines and oth-
er food industry facilities. Our goal is to make raw 
products treatment and food production smooth and 
efficient. The design bureau of Scientific Production 
Association “RYBTECHCENTRE” has almost fifty 
years of experience in engineering design and in-
ventions, 318 applications for an invention with 234 
positive decisions, 10 employees currently working 
both on creating new equipment and upgrading and 
unifying the existing line of products.That is why 
we produce reliable, high-quality and user-friendly 
equipment. Thanks to our experience, we can design 
the widest range of products. We offer reliability, ef-
ficiency, individual solutions and user-friendliness. 
As a result, you can be confident about your fast-de-
veloping business. We work worldwide! 
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BIOGRAN LTD

Russian Federation, 248016, city Kaluga, 
Kaluga Region, K. Libknehta Str, 31, Office 2
+7-916-2359745
info@biogran.su
biogran.su

We hereby invite you to consider buying a granular 
organic fertilizer produced in ecologically clean re-
gions of Russia composted chicken manure.

Our production plant in Kaluga is not less than 1000 
tons/month.

The company BIOGRAN, based on the experience of 
world manufacturers, has developed technology to 
produce fertilizer from chicken manure, which al-
lows you to save the original value of the fertilizer 
and avoid negative factor such as conversion of ni-
trogen into ammonia. Due to the complex process of 
fermentation and subsequent heat treatment of ma-
nure fertilizer is obtained with fixed nitrogen, which 
is absorbed by plants.

Chicken compost can be effectively used for basal 
dressing and feeding for most crops grown on large 
industrial or small private farms and household plots.

It can be used equally well either in the field or in 
greenhouses. Our product has several advantages 
compared to conventional fertilizers. These fertiliz-
ers contain a sufficient number of basic chemical ele-
ments are usually included in the fertilizer (N, P, K).

Product quality.

According to the results of examination of interna-
tional research company, our fertilizer has high lev-
els of quality and contains all necessary elements for 
effective farm activity. The level of nitrogen, phos-
phorus and potassium to our organic fertilizer ex-
ceeds all known organic fertilizer.

The content of nutrients in the study:
• Humidity - 8-12%   
• pH - 6.3-6.9   
• Nitrogen – 4.0-5.0%  
• Phosphorus – 3.5–4.0%  
• Potassium – 3,0–3.5%  
• Organic matter - >80%    
• Granule diameter - 6 mm.
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At Current time JSC Filter is developing in three 
main directions:

Production of high-efficiency filters of final air pu-
rification, so-called HEPA filters to maintain the re-
quired class of purity in clean rooms, widely used in 
pharmaceuticals and microelectronics.

Production of polypropylene filters for cleaning 
liquids from mechanical contaminants. This type 
of production has the Declaration of conformity to 
the European quality standards and at 2016 year 
we began to export polypropylene filters to Europe, 
making a worthy competition to the European and 
Chinese producers.

We also produce structural elements of clean rooms 
filter fan units, suspended modular ceilings, lamps, 
filter modules. All products manufactured by JSC 
“Filter” are certified for clean rooms and have the 
necessary documentation for installation and ser-
vice.

We tend to produce quality products at affordable 
prices, our designers are working on the moderni-
zation of existing production lines and the devel-
opment of new equipment, expanding the range of 
products and offer our customers throughout the 
country quality service.

Russia, 249855, Kaluga region, Tovarkovo, 
Promyshlenniy microdistrict, 1
+7 48 434 410 10 
adm@ftov.ru
sales1@ftov.ru
ftov.ru

JSC FILTER
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Agro-industrial complex and food manufacturing industry

1. The presentation of our products at inter-
national tradeshow

2. Products prepared for shipping

Russia, 249190, Kaluga region,  
city of Obninsk, Pyatkinskiy proezd, 12
+7 (484) 395-91-09
+7 (911) 182-93-13
info@riart-technology.com
etnomirexport.com

Our team is engaged in research and development 
in the area of natural and technical sciences, as well 
as applied research and production in the area of 
agriculture. The quintessence of many years of ex-
perience in the rehabilitation of the territory from 
industrial pollution, many years of cooperation with 
the IAEA and other international organizations was 
the creation of several agricultural technologies. Un-
like with all types of humic preparations, the active 
ingredient of which are salts of humic acids (they 
are not directly absorbed by plants), our technolo-
gy allows to obtain humic acids that are available 
for absorption by plants directly through a leaf. This 
specific feature allows to stimulate the plant directly. 
A full-fledged rehabilitation of technogenic polluted 
territories and water bodies is unthinkable without 
the participation of humic acids and their deriva-
tives in this process. In addition, associated with soil 
minerals, they are fixed in the soil and have a lasting 
positive effect on the soil’s structure. The prepara-
tion “Georost”, being a highly concentrated mixture 
of humic acids, trace elements and beneficial bacte-
ria, is able to have a lasting positive effect on various 
types of soils for various plants and restore soil fer-
tility. The use of humic preparations can effectively 
cope with fungal and bacterial diseases of plants. 
Used in the complex, our preparations are able to 
effectively influence on the biochemical processes in 
plants and microbiological processes in the soil, also 
they allow to get good yields of high-quality agricul-
tural products without depleting soil fertility.

LLC TH “GEOROST”
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Liston, LLC was found in 2009. Our main field of 
activity is development and manufacturing of med-
ical and laboratory equipment. In 2013 Liston was 
certified according to ISO 13485:2003 standard. In 
2019 we have succesfully confirmed our high quality 
standards according to new ISO 13485:2016 stand-
ard. Product range, manufactured by Liston in-
cludes laboratory medical centrifuges, electric water 
distilles, needle and syringe destructors and OEM, 
ODM versions of mentioned equipment. Full cycle 
manufacturing - from design to packaging, flexibili-
ty and individual service for every customer allowed 
Liston to become one of the leading players on the 
Russian market and to expand its sales worldwide.

Medicine and pharmaceuticals

Russian Federation, 249191, Kaluga region, 
Zhukov, Selkhoztekhnika street, 15
+7 (484) 397-22-23, +7 (499) 649-15-45
+7 (910) 511-41-67
market@listonlab.ru
www.listonlab.com

LISTON, LLC
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Construction

Russia, 248033, Kaluga,  
1-y Akademicheskiy proezd, 19
+7 (910) 522-11-11
+7 (930) 034-06-56
sales@tent-shater.ru
tent-shater.ru

• Tents for events.
• Production, sale, rent of tent structures.
• We have been in business since 2008. 
• Production area 2,000 sq.m.
• Number of employees: 40.
• Fabric welding type — high frequency welding 

(Fiab 900).
• Fabric PVC — Serge Ferrari, Mehler Tehnologies, 

also another. 
• As we are a Russian company, attractive prices and 

high quality are a must for us.
• Our structures are designed on a modular basis, 

they can be combined with each other in various 
versions, and also transform in overall dimen-
sions. Since we are a rental company, we managed 
to make our structures as convenient for providers 
as possible. 

• It is important for us - not only to be a reliable sup-
plier, we seek to become your partner. 

SHATRY I TENTY LLC
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Russian Federation, 610035,Kirov region, 
Kirov, Vorovskogo str., bld. 101
8-912-826-4262
kama-les@bk.ru

The main kind of activity of the company is the 
wholesale trade with processed and unprocessed 
timber, production of industrial wood, wood mold-
ings, prefabricated houses made of profiled logs, pre-
mium-quality wood pellets.

OOO Kama-Les is an official representattive of AO 
“Krasny Yakor” (manufacturer of FK and FSF ply-
wood) and OOO Vyatkaplitprom (manufacturer of 
TSN fiberboard).

Plywood possesses high durability, high servicea-
bility, low toxicity, and corresponds to safety, health 
care and environmental protection requirements.

Fiberboard is a sheet material formed by means of 
pressing the mixture of wood fiber and special ad-
ditives. Fiberboards are made using the equipment 
from Bison company on the basis of calender press 
UMA-30F, differ from fiberboards manufactured 
with wet method by smooth surface and eco-friend-
liness.

Fiberboards are a universal material having a wide 
range of use in many areas. 
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Russia, 610047, Kirov region, Kirov, 
Mozhaysky drive, bld.1, office 1
+7 (985) 220-58-23
sale@trade43.ru
trade43.ru

StankoLes-Treid is a integrated commercial and in-
dustrial enterprise providing a complex of services: 
from development of new equipment to its guarantee 
maintenance. The central office of the company and 
its production site are located in Kirov, supplies of 
its products are effected throughout Russia and CIS 
countries.

Each piece of equipment designed in StankLes-Treid 
is a maintenance-friendly and failure-free unit not 
unlike Kalashnikov assault rifle. All items are de-
signed by experienced engineers and distinguished 
by high dependability of each units all the while hav-
ing a low price.

We offer you the best conditions for acquiring any 
pice of equipment:

• 100% manufacturer guarantee  —  emergency re-
pair and full technical support for all product 
range, even after the guarantee period expiry.

• affordable price formation — we strive to produce 
more and to sell cheaper. So, our prices are the 
lowest at the market.

• Fail-safe supply of expendable materials  —  any 
spare parts and accessories are available within 
the whole life-cycle of the equipment.

• High service level  —  fast delivery, discounts for 
steady customers, gifts in the form of additional 
equipment parts, prolongation of the guarantee 
term and so on.

STANKOLES-TREID LLC

Machine Industry and Metallurgy
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Russian Federation, 612100, Kirov region, 
Kotelnichsky rayon, Urozhainaya village
8-912-827-18-98
zabaluev76@mail.ru

VELES LLC

Timber is the most important building materi-
al widely used throughout the modern world. To a 
great extent it is defined by the mainstreaming of 
wooden house building being developed with great 
pace, however its areas of application are much wid-
er - external and internal building finishing, area 
beautification - garden plots, parks, backyards, pave-
ments, etc. All of these make wooden materials be 
much-in-demand and of immediate interest. 

OOO Veles manufactures timber from boreal soft-
wood, all the while following the needs and require-
ments of the international and domestic markets. 
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OOO Verkhoshizhemsky plywood mill manufac-
tures sliced birch veneer of high quality and wide 
scope of application. It is used for furniture and 
wood surface veneering, for making plywood, par-
quet, curved laminated or 3-dimensional shape 
items, for interior design works and for making of 
decorative and household goods: baskets, punnets, 
breadbins, laundry baskets and others. 

Russia, 613310, Kirov region,  
Verkhoshizhemsky district, Pionerskaya str., 44
+7 (8332) 37-05-711
+7 (912) 824-12-99
461890@mail.ru
www.v-fk.ru

VERKHOSHIZHEMSKY PLYWOOD MILL
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Tikhomirova Irina, General Director  
of JSC “The Center for development  
of the NAO’s business”

I call our Center as a business territory. This is the 
place where the entrepreneur comes and provides a 
full range of services. Our specialists offers integral 
solutions starting from startup consultation up to fi-
nancial and property support.

Nowadays, the Special Federal project is being im-
plemented at the region level to simplified interac-
tion of all business support infrastructure, namely, 
the “Multifunctional Center for Provision of State 
and Municipal Services” (one-stop-shop principle), 
financial institutions and business rights ombuds-
man. In our region this complex is already function-
ing on the bases of the Center for development of the 
NAO’s business.

Since 2019, the Export Support Center has been 
based in the Center for development of the NAO’s 
busines. The Export Support Center has aim to bring 
potential exporters among the small and medi-
um-sized entrepreneurship of the district to foreign 
markets. 

The Export Support Center provides full informa-
tion support on issues related to exports, assists in 
the search and selection of foreign partners, assists 
in the process of product certification and much 
more. 

The Center for development of the NAO’s busines is 
always happy to welcome new partners and projects!

Russian Federation, 166000,  
Nenets autonomous okrug, Naryan-Mar, 
Nenetskaya street, 3
+7-8185321848 
+7-8185321277
nlknao@yandex.ru
fond83.ru    
  

JSC “THE CENTER FOR DEVELOPMENT OF THE NAO’S BUSINESS”
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 Consumer goods

Russia, 166000, Nenets autonomous okrug, 
Naryan-Mar ul. 60 let SSSR, 9-24
+7 911 562 12 83
nikolius@inbox.ru
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Arctic fireweed tea

We are the modern dynamically developing compa-
ny on production of a unique ECO-product “Arctic 
fireweed tea”. 

Every grain of our product is collected in a remote 
from civilization pristine area of the Nenets auton-
omous orkug. During harvesting, we do not use fer-
tilizers, machines, dangerous chemicals, growth ac-
celerators, etc. The whole process is aimed at taking 
care of nature and preserving the healing properties 
of its precious gift. 

Arctic fireweed tea contains 2/3 of the trace elements 
of the periodic table, which indicates its great bene-
fits and healing properties. 

Arctic fireweed tea is a 100% organic product! It is 
one of the most ancient and healthy drinks. It is in-
vented by nature.

ARCTIC JEWEL
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Agro-industrial complex and food manufacturing 

Russian Federation, 166000, 
Nenets autonomous okrug, Naryan-Mar, 
Aviatorov street 15 B
+7-8185345325, +7-9116500503
nao@polardeer.ru
polardeer.ru    
  

1. Slices from unossified antlers

2. Reindeer stomach 

3. Reindeer hide (Terminal product)  

LTD «Polar Deer» is implementing a project to de-
velop technology of reindeer processing of products. 
Also, we use reindeer by-products in the production 
(parts of the reindeer carcass). Our company pro-
duces food products and supplies raw materials for 
dietary food supplement production. In particular, 
there are dried reindeer penis, dried reindeer tails, 
dried reindeer blood, slices from unossified antlers 
and others. Our company has the current produc-
tion capacity, included site offices and stores, refrig-
erating machinery and separated animal feed sec-
tion. Our company exploits up-to-date equipment. 
One of the our company activities is realization of 
the animal and plant origin raw material, in par-
ticular, northern fish, wild-growing herb ((berries 
(cloudberries, cowberries, blueberries, etc.) and 
mushrooms (white mushrooms, dried form, other 
mushrooms), reindeer meat, reindeer by-products 
(veins, kidneys, lungs, trachea, stomach, tails, legs, 
reindeer hooves, etc.) and other.

LTD «POLAR DEER»

1.

2.

3.
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The public autonomous institution «Center 
of Development of the Export Potential of the 
Nizhny Novgorod

Region» carries out the activity since 2010. 

Main objectives of activity of the Center are 
stimulation and involvement of subjects of 
business in export activity and also assistance 
to an entry of the enterprises into foreign com-
modity markets and services, to increase in 
their competitiveness and efficiency of activity.

The center interacts with the main institutes of 
support of export of the Russian Federation — 
Russian Export Center Joint-stock company, 
EKSAR insurance agency and ROSEKSIM-
BANK credit agency and also the trade mis-
sions of the Russian Federation in the foreign 
states. Within support of subjects of business 
«The center of development of export» carries 
out assistance in the organization of participa-

tion in business missions and also in interna-
tional exhibition and congress actions.

For professio+B26:I48 development of for-
eign trade specialists of the Nizhny Novgorod 
Center enterprises holds educational events 
(round tables, conferences, forums, seminars, 
master classes, etc.). Besides actions the Center 
gives information and consulting support to 
subjects of business concerning export activity.

It is export the focused companies of the Nizhny 
Novgorod Region creations and modernizations 
of the website in a foreign language can address 
to the Center for receiving assistance in reduction 
of goods (works, services) in compliance with re-
quirements necessary for export of goods (works, 
services), in carrying out market researches.

Besides the above-mentioned the Center will 
organize and holds an annual competition on a 
rank «The Best Exporter of Year».

Russia, 603162, Nizhny Novgorod 
522 office, 4, Akademika Sakharova St
+7 (831) 435-18-48
info@export-nn.ru
export-nn.ru

EXPORT DEVELOPMENT CENTRE OF THE NIZHNY NOVGOROD REGION
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Consumer goods

Russia, 603086, Nizhny Novgorod Region, 
Volodarsk, st. Volodarsky, d. 1
+7 831 246-27-55, +7 831 277-67-75
 info@biskotti.ru
www.biskotti.ru

BISCOTTI PLUS LLC

The BISCOTTI confectionery factory special-
izes in the production of high-quality butter 
biscuits, prepared according to the best Ital-
ian technologies, from carefully selected raw 
materials. The quality of all products meets 
high international requirements, baking 
looks appetizing and attractive. SC “BIS-
COTTI” has been manufacturing products 
since 1997.

Currently, the company’s assortment portfolio 
includes more than 50 types of butter biscuits. 

Over the period of its existence, BISCOTTI 
has been awarded more than 50 awards of var-
ious levels, including at international exhibi-
tions. In July 2019, BISCOTTI PLUS received 
the international certificate ISO22000: 2018. 
This certificate confirms that the food safety 
management system based on HACCP prin-
ciples, operating at BISCOTTI PLUS, has been 
verified and found to comply with the require-
ments of ISO22000: 2018. Impeccable quality 
and product safety are the basic principles of 
the BISCOTTI PLUS company.
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Medicine and pharmaceuticals

Russia, 603950, Nizhny Novgorod,  
37D, Gagarin Avenue, GSP 1081
+78312124141
impex@bplab.com
www.bplab.com

BPLAB

1. 24-hour blood pressure monitoring system BPLab Compact 2

2. 24-hour blood pressure monitoring system BPLab Compact 2

BPLab company is the leading Russian manufacturer 
 of 24-hour ambulatory blood pressure monitors 
(ABPM) which were validated against ESH-2001 
protocols in general group and pregnant women 
and BHS protocols in 3 groups of patients: gener-
al, pregnant women and children — “A/A” class of 
measurement accuracy was confirmed in all groups 
of the patients.

The presented device BPLab Compact 2 is small and 
lightl; it has a colourful display, driverless cable, 
Bluetooth /SD-card/ mini-USB interface, 4 pre-in-
stalled measurement plans (24 ABPM test can be 
launched without a PC-connection) and manual 
programming. 

The unique feature of BPLab ABPMs is that the sys-
tem records oscillograms of each measurement. In 
other words, all the heart pulsations are recorded in 
the device memory and a doctor can check every BP 
measurement quality for artifacts. 

After the data was downloaded to the PC, the ad-
vanced technology Vasotens enables processing of 
the recorded oscillograms. As a result, there can be 
a simultaneous acquisition of peripheral blood pres-
sure parameters with parameters of arterial stiff-
ness and central blood pressure: both in an in-office 
mode, or within 24 hours.  
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Consumer goods

Russia, 606016, Nizhny Novgorod region, 
Dzerzhinsk, Science Street 9
+79519146349
+79100060990
tatyana_tea@inbox.ru
www.ivanchai-rus.com

LLC “FACTORY OF NATURAL PRODUCTS”

The company “Factory of natural prod-
ucts” produces and sells food products 
since 1997.

Since 2013, he has been developing the 
direction of “Healthy Nutrition”, tasty, 
healthy, natural and of course very high 
quality.

Now the assortment of the company is 
several hundred types of Ivan tea, de-
licious candied fruits from fresh vege-
tables and berries, aromatic herbs and 
berries to add them to tea.Candied 

Pumpkin  
Cloves

Candied  
cranberries

Ivan-tea “PEPPY”

Fragrant mint

Ivan tea “TSAR MIX”

Ivan-tea “EKATERINA GREAT”

Sweet stevia

Fragrant thyme

Blackcurrant leaves

Dogrose

Sweet drups 
from sweet 

carrots

Candied  
Rhubarb

Ivan tea “TAIGA”
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Russia, 603003, Nizhny Novgorod, 
ul.Barrikad, 1
+7-831-2296039
reper@reper.ru
reper.ru 

1. intraocular lens

2. intraocular lens (yellow)

3. artificial iris  

4. capsular tension ring

Reper-NN Ltd. focused on manufacturing ophthal-
mic implants. Company is one of the moajor players 
on the Russian market for more than 20 years.

The basis of the production process is the own pat-
ented UV-photopolymerization technology, allow-
ing to make the lens surface extremely smooth. Fold-
able IOLs manufactured by Reper-NN Ltd. are made 
of hydrophobic acrylic, which is acknowledged to be 
the most suitable for cataract surgeries.

For now the market share of Reper-NN Ltd. in Rus-
sia is about 20% (about 100 000 Reper IOLs were im-
planted in 2018). 

Main products of Reper-NN Ltd. are intraocular 
lenses, artificial irises, capsular tension rings. The 
products are exported to more than 15 countries in-
cluding EU, CIS, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Armenia, 
Great Britain, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Germany, Po-
land, Romania, Greece.

Nowadays Reper-NN Ltd. exports more than 50% of 
the manufactured goods. Starting from mid. 2018 75 
000 IOLs were shipped to the European partner un-
der the terms of an OEM contract. 

Production technology has been transferred to three 
different countries for manufacturing lenses for lo-
cal markets.

REPER-NN LTD. 

Medicine and pharmaceuticals

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Russia, 630007, Novosibirsk, 
Krasny prospect, 18
+7 (383) 238-66-81 
export54@nso.ru
mineconom@nso.ru
econom.nso.ru; export.nso.ru

1. Novosibirsk opera and ballet theatre

2. Technopark Akademgorodok

Novosibirsk region is the leading 
region of Siberia in   economy, in-
dustry, agriculture and science. The 
population of the region is 2.8 mil-
lion people. 13 million people live in 
radius of 700 km — it is a half the 
population of Siberia and the Far 
East. Novosibirsk is the third largest 
city in Russia. The region’s economy 
is characterized by a high diversi-
fication and significant innovative 
potential. The region’s economic 
growth drivers are industrial and 
construction industry, real estate 
market, science, transport, commu-
nications and information technol-
ogies. 

 

MINISTRY OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF THE NOVOSIBIRSK REGION
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Medicine and pharmaceuticals

Russia, 630068, Novosibirsk,  
st. Odoevskogo, h. 3, 21
+7-923-195-55-32; +7-932-427-88-51
romanx-ray@mail.ru
esimedical.ru

 The company “Endoservice” - a developer and man-
ufacturer of joint prostheses and medical instru-
ments since 1993. During this time, tremendous 
experience has been accumulated in the develop-
ment, production and service of joint implants. In 
its activities, the company focuses on individual re-
quests and requirements of doctors, personal needs 
of patients.

Collaboration is ongoing with leading specialized 
clinics and medical specialists in the development 
of new medical devices. Implemented technical and 
methodological support for doctors with the partici-
pation of the best medical experts.

A full life in motion for patients after joint surgery is 
a key goal of our work.

ENDOSERVICE LTD
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1. Waffle cup production line

2. Blueberry waffle cup 

3. New 2020 winter product “Love to you”

POLARIS is one of the most experienced and biggest 
manufacturers and suppliers of ice cream in Russia. 
For more than 45 years POLARIS has been delight-
ing millions of ice cream lovers. Today, our products 
are well known outside Russia and loved by the con-
sumers in many countries, whom we are always hap-
py to surprise with new unusual flavors and forms 
adapted to the consumers’ tastes and interests.

Throughout our history we have gained good repu-
tation among our numerous partners in and outside 
Russia, due to lenient policy, competitive conditions 
and warm relationship that we offer.

Nowadays, POLARIS has a strong international 
sales network in South-East Asia. We are continuing 
its development by finding new reliable partners in 
new countries.

Russian Federation, 630088, Novosibirsk,  
Sibiryakov-Gvardeitsev Street, 54
+7 951 366 51 67
tatyanasorokina@polaris.su
polaris.su

Agro-industrial complex and food manufacturing industry

NOVOSIBKHOLOD OJSC
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Information Technology

Russian Federation, 630024,  
Novosibirsk, Prigorodnaya, 19
+7 (383) 233-71-73
sale@rit-it.com
www.rit-it.com

RIT Automation Is a leading company in 
the market of automated control systems and 
scheduling of mining. The company provides 
a full range of services from pre-sales service 
to installation and subsequent maintenance 
of systems across the enterprise.

Founded in 2011, RIT Automation is Russian 
intelligence integrator and developer of inno-
vative solutions for automation in the mining 
industry.

Among our clients are: EVRAZ, Polyus Gold, 
Alroca, RUSAL, ERG and others.

Solutions:

DrillManager – High-Precision Drill System.

High-precision drill guidance creates blast-
holes at the right depth and location — every 
time.

DrillManager brings GNSS-powered preci-
sion to your blasthole drilling process. Fi-
nally, you can place holes at the right depth 
and location for smooth blasting and orderly 
fragmentation. Simply load a drill pattern 
into the onboard system and follow the on-
screen guidelines. Satellite guidance keeps 
your rig accurate to one-tenth of a degree, for 
blastholes that always match your designs.

BlastManager – High-Precision System for 
Mobile Explosives Manufacturing Units.

Charges the holes using the high-precision 
positioning helps to be in accordance with 
the project. It can monitor the explosive con-
sumption rate also.

The system allows to plan the blasting based 
on the KPI, to control the quality of the 
charging, to precisely determine the number 
and the parameters of the hole. 

In addition, we can offer the following solu-
tions as well:

PitManager – automated mine equipment 
management system.

ShovelManager – high precision automated 
management and levelling system for shovels 
and loaders. 

DozerManager – high precision automated 
management and levelling system for bull-
dozers and graders.

StaffManager – automated management and 
tracking system for the mobile staff.

RIT AUTOMATION
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“Skorovar” is a modern production enterprise 
of instant food with more than a 10 years his-
tory. We produce:
• instant oatmeal and buckwheat cereals
• instant mushed potato
• instant noodle
• instant sooups

All products are made exclusively from 
high-quality ingridients, pass the state certifi-
cation, and meet all the quality standarts. The 
production is carried out on modern, reliable 
and high-tech equipment.

We warmly welcome to negotiate and develop 
together.

Agro-industrial complex and food manufacturing 

Russia, 633009, Novosibirskaya obl., 
Berdsk, Zelenaya Rocha st. 7/3, bldg. 3, 
room 145
+7 383 289 80 39
+7 983 510 0641
mar@skorovar.com
skorovar.com    
    

SKOROVAR LTD
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Vector-Medica is a pharmaceutical biotechnological 
company with a complete production cycle: starting 
from the development of immunobiological drugs 
and the production of an active substance, to the 
launch of the final product to the market.

The company’s brand portfolio consists of more than 
50 medicinal and cosmetic products, including orig-
inal immunomodulatory and antiviral drugs based 
on interferon as an active ingredient.

“Vector-Medica” is proud of its contribution to the 
treatment of many socially significant diseases. Our 
products improve the patients’ quality of life and 
give them a chance to return to an active life. Every 
day thousands of doctors prescribe the company’s 
drugs for the treatment of infectious diseases such as 
influenza, viral hepatitis B, viral hepatitis C, herpes, 
tick-borne encephalitis, meningoencephalitis, can-
cer, leukemia, viral eye diseases and many others.

Russia, 630559, Novosibirsk region,  
Kolcovo, Promzona, building 46
+7 (383) 363-32-96 
+7 (383) 363-27-23
office@vector-medica.ru
vector-medica.ru

Medicine and pharmaceuticals

“VECTOR-MEDICA” JSC
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HRIZOPRO is a division of JSC “Orenburg miner-
als” - mining and processing plant with a 40-year 
history. Our customers - companies of road con-
struction.

Our company is a high-tech customer-oriented en-
terprise responding to specific requirements for our 
products of different industries and individual cus-
tomer requirements.

Highlights:
• production of 100 thousand tons per year;
• processed 30 million tons of rock mass per year;
• more than 3 thousand of highly qualified per-

sonnel;
• more than 300 pieces of mining equipment.

Russia, 462781, Orenburg region, Yasnyy, 
St. Lenin, house 7, office 201
8-800-200-53-10
HT@orenmin.ru
hrizopro.ru

OM LTD
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Russian Federation, 462781,  
Orenburg region, Yasnyy 
St. Lenin, house 7, office 247
8(35368)2-80-36
info@ural-prommash.ru
ural-prommash.ru    
  

URALPROMMASH LTD

URALPROMMASH Ltd is a new, but in turn with 
a lot of experience, machine-building enterprise, 
based on the repair and mechanical plant of a min-
ing and processing plant.

The activity of URALPROMMASH LLC is the de-
sign and manufacture of pumping equipment for the 
nuclear industry (for which the company has been 
tested in the Federal Environmental, Industrial and 
Nuclear Supervision Service and received two rele-
vant licenses) and the oil and gas industry, and the 
company has enormous experience in repair and 
restoration mining and processing, transport equip-
ment and sorting complexes.

We have our own production facilities, which in-
clude modern high-precision equipment with nu-
merical control, modern welding stations, a plasma 
cutting machine for material. We have 2 design bu-
reaus focused on pumping and mining equipment.

URALPROMMASH LLC has the ability to produce 
frontal walls and sides of doomkars, to make major 
repairs of the bottom, mainly for model 2BC105. re-
pair of the SMD118 jaw crusher, KDM 2200, 1800, 
1200 cone crusher. Restoration of the sprocket shaft. 
Production of drums, conveyor rollers and other 
lines, shafts.

We also offer a comprehensive solution for your 
terms of reference. Production and maintenance of 
production lines.
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Russian Federation, 344022, Rostov region,  
Rostov-on-Don, Kirovsky ave 40A, office 514 
+7 863 2018-240
expo2018240@gmail.com
export161.ru

ANO “CENTER FOR COORDINATION OF SUPPORT OF EXPORT-ORIENTED 
SUBJECTS OF SMALL AND MEDIUM-SIZED ENTERPRISES IN THE ROSTOV 
REGION”

The mission of the Center is to help increase exports 
of non-raw materials produced by small and medi-
um-sized businesses in the Rostov region, as well as 
to create a positive image of the region and increase 
its investment attractiveness.

The main purpose of the Center’s activity is to stimu-
late and involve small and medium business entities 
in export activities, to provide information-analyti-
cal, consulting and organizational support of foreign 
economic activity of small and medium business 
entities, as well as to facilitate access of small and 
medium business entities to international markets 
of goods, services and technologies, to increase com-
petitiveness and efficiency of activities.

In close cooperation with state institutions and pub-
lic organizations involved in the regulation of for-
eign economic activity and/ or working in the field 
of support of small and medium businesses, the 
Center carries out its mission by establishing busi-
ness contacts between small and medium businesses 
in the region and foreign companies.
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BONUM

BONUM Machine-Building Plant produces trailers 
and semi-trailers. 

BONUM company was established in 2014. 

Key activities of the BONUM PLANT are tanker 
semi-trailers – TANKS LINE and semi-trailers for 
agricultural cargoes – AGRO LINE. 

BONUM vehicles correspond to Russian and Euro-
pean quality standards. BONUM Mission is to cre-
ate transport of a new generation.

BONUM brand combines high quality, impeccable 
design, reliability and aesthetics. BONUM equipment 
development is based on the years of cooperation with 
Russian and European truck manufacturers.

We perform branding of any complexity We use 
paint materials from the best European manufac-
turers Same materials are used by BMW, Mercedes, 
Audi plants. 

BONUM TANK SEMI-TRAILERS:
• Petrol tankers;
• Bitumen tankers;
• Oil tankers;
• Cement tankers

BONUM VEHICLES FOR THE AGRICULTURAL 
GOODS:
• Trailers;
• Semi-trailers;
• Superstructures

sales@bonum-trailer.ru
+7 (863) 310-01-22
www.bonum-trailer.ru
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RITM

Special R&D Laboratory

The Scenar Company

RITM OKB

The primary focus of RITM OKB ZAO Company is 
development, manufacture and distribution of high-
tech medical equipment. 

RITM OKB is certified according to the Internation-
al standards and has a number of certificates ena-
bling marketing of its products abroad in more than 
30 countries. Main exported products are SCENAR 
devices.

SCENAR – is a Class IIa medical device for bio-con-
trolled electrostimulation. This is a portable device 
which can replace a physiotherapy cabinet.

SCENAR therapy effects:
• Anti-pain
• Antiedematic /lymphatic drainage
• Anti-inflammatory
• Myostimulation
• Increased blood circulation
• Increased permeability of tissues
• General regulation 
• Sanogenous 
• Antioxidant systems activation
• Stabilization of an autonomous neural system
• Activation of an immune response

SCENAR technology is protected by the numerous 
patents and trademarks in many countries.

+7 8634 315 698 ext. 101
WhatsApp: +7 909 400 10 13,
medsc@scenar.com.ru, www.scenar.com.ru/en
99, Petrovskaya str., 347900, Taganrog, Russia
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Russia, 390006, Ryazan region, Ryazan city 
Solotchinskoye shosse, 2
+7 4912 70-10-55
info@exportcenter62.ru
exportcenter62.ru

AUTONOMOUS NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION  
«THE CENTER OF BUSINESS OF THE RYAZAN REGION»  
(RYAZAN EXPORT SUPPORT CENTER) ANO “THE CENTER OF BUSINESS” 

Ryazan export support center provides “one stop 
shop approach” for entire range of services for ex-
port oriented small and medium enterprises of 
Ryazan region. The center is a department of the 
Guarantee Fund of Ryazan region since 2017.

Our services help the companies to enter interna-
tional markets effectively.

Our mission is to expand opportunities for entry to 
foreign markets for companies of our region.

The services of our Center:       
•  advice and recommendations concerning foreign 

trade activities (including independent experts);
• education and training or the companies interest-

ed in developing the export potential;
• search for potential business partners;
• promotion in the foreign markets;
• arrangement of targeted events/business missions 

abroad;
• participation in specialized trade shows;
• preparing commercial offers and sales terms;
• providing for certificates, web-sites and promo-

tional offers translation.

The services are free of charge for companies of 
Ryazan region.
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Russia, 390011, Ryazan,  
Pugachevs str., home 12, room 215
+7 (900) 910-29-69
info@proexportrus.com
www.proexportrus.com

EST-Group. About us: We are a professional 
leader in offering one-stop trading services 
including manufacturer sourcing, market re-
search, quality control, international logistics 
etc. We are located in Russia. 

Please do let us know what products you want 
to source from Russia.

Why choose us? 

A. COMPLETE TRANSPARENCY. 
We promise that our clients can directly con-
tact the suppliers recommended by us as we 
offer contact details in each link. 

B. ABSOLUTELY ORIGINAL PRODUCT PRICE. 
As your office, we are responsible for price 
negotiation with manufacturers instead of re-
ceiving kickbacks behind your back. 

C. GREAT INFORMATION ASSET. 
Thousands of verified suppliers and time-
ly updates. Thousands of product catego-
ries enable us to keep customers abreast 
of the price changes in the industry.  
 

WHAT WE DO? 
• Search for suppliers/OEM/ODM that suit 

your business. 
• Take full responsibility for your procure-

ment in Russia. 
• Provide possible solutions to efficient ship-

ping and product promotion. 

Our Core Services: 
SOURCING SUPERVISING
1-3 working days Order Monitoring; 6-8 qual-
ified suppliers; Deliver Time Control; Price ne-
gotiation; Quality Control; Product Assessment; 
Payment Assistance; Sample Consolidation; 
Certificate; Verifying On demand services: 

LOGISTICS EXTRA SERVICES. 
Warehouse Service; Temporary Working 
Area; Inland Transportation; Business Trip; 
Arrangement International Shipping Print-
ing Design; Customs Declaration; Package 
Solutions; Oversea Logistics; Agency Product; 
Photography.

For any other information please feel free to 
contact us. 

EST-GROUP – EXPORT STABILITY  
TECHNOLOGY BY RUSSIA
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Consumer goods

RUSSKAYA KOZHA JSC

Russian Federation, 390028, Ryazan,
52, Prizheleznodorozhnaya Str.
7-4912-306580
export@leather.ru
www.leather.ru

Ryazan Tannery is one of the largest tanneries in 
Russia.
• Producing about 720 000 sq. m of leather per month.
• More than 400 customers around the world are 

the clients of the tannery.
• More than 800 tannery machines are installed on 

the area of 480 000 sq. m.
• There are about 1500 employees at the tannery.

Our mission is to process animal hides and skins as 
by-product of meat industry into leather — useful 
material that perfectly suits for footwear, leather-
goods, garment and upholstery. Leather production 
is vital for people’s everyday needs.

Too important are for us the efforts aimed at envi-
ronment protection and social responsibility. We are 
introducing alternative technology in the full-cycle 
of leather manufacture.

Environment protection, social responsibility, 
cost-effectiveness and quality products meeting all 
modern requirements make up our reputation. This 
is our main asset to lead us into the future.

Group of companies “Russkaya Kozha” — is the un-
ion of tanneries belonging to the same Invest hold-
ing, whose activities are related to the production 
and sale of natural leather or leather finished prod-
ucts. The purpose of amalgamation is effective man-
agement and functioning of companies. This allows 
companies, working in the same industry, to share 
experiences, knowledge and technologies.
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PKF Stankoservice is a Ryazan machine-tool com-
pany, a well-known Russian manufacturer of turn-
ing machines, individual machine components and 
spare parts for metalworking equipment. The reli-
ability of the company is confirmed by many years 
of fruitful cooperation with the largest enterprises 
of Russian industry.The company was established in 
2005 and is located in the city of Ryazan.Today PKF 
Stankoservis manufacturing a complete line of uni-
versal center lathe machines and heavy duty hori-
zontal CNC turning machines. The company also 
builds a variety of special machines, including deep-
hole drilling and boring machines, pipe processing 
machines and custom build projects. Machines of 
our production feature rigidity, simplicity of design, 
accuracy and high reliability.Our lathe machines are 
used in a variety of industries, they can be found in 
small repair shops and in the plants of the compa-
nies-giants of Russian heavy industry such as JSC 
«RZD», JSC «MMK», JSC «Uralvagonzavod», OJSC 
«Severstal», OJSC MMC «Norilsk Nickel», Rosatom, 
JSC «NLMK» and others.

Russia, 390027, Ryazan,  
Kasimovskoe highway, 12
+7 (910) 642-71-48, +7 (4912) 405-045
servicest@mail.ru
www.Stankoservise-rzn.ru

PKF STANKOSERVIS LLC
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Consumer goods

Russia, 391011, Ryazan,  
Yuzhnyj Promuzel, d. 6a, of. 404
+7(4912)42-71-60, +7(920)996-11-80
kulik@vestar.net
vestar.net

TRADING HOUSE VESTAR LTD

Vestar LTD is a modern dynamically developing 
company, the main activity of which is production 
of liquid detergents.

The company first declared itself in 2005 and now-
adays it is the major manufacturer of wet wipes and 
household chemicals in Russia.

Along with the production of its own trademarks 
“Bonne Brise” and “Vestar”, the company is success-
fully engaged in contract manufacturing under the 
trademarks of customers in accordance with their 
wishes and requirements.
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export support

The main goal of the Center is to provide informa-
tional, analytical, consulting and organizational 
support for export activities of small and medi-
um-sized enterprises of the Sakhalin Region.

Together with a group of the Russian Export Center, 
export-oriented enterprises of the region can be pro-
vided with services for the full cycle of export sup-
port — from assessing the export potential of prod-
ucts to physical delivery to a foreign buyer:
•  Analytical support (assessment of export poten-

tial, risk analysis, etc.),
•  Promotion to foreign markets (formation of a pool 

of potential customers, organization of   targeted 
events / business missions, etc.),

•  International Patenting,
•  International certification and adaptation to for-

eign markets,
•  Customs administration of export activities,
•  Logistic support of export.

Russian Federation, 693000, 
Yuzno-Sakhalinsk, Sakhalin Region, 6 
Emelyanova street
+7 (924) 197-78-52
d.romanova@sakhalin.gov.ru 
fsrp-sakhalin.ru     
  

EXPORT SUPPORT CENTER SAKHALIN REGION
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Russia, 694046, Sakhalin Region,  
Anivsky District, Troitskoye Village 9, 
Central Street
+7 (914) 097-88-77
vitalyaone@mail.ru

The company “DIVIA-PHARM” presents a unique 
natural bioproduct Lamina Forte made from brown 
seaweed (100%) Laminaria Japonica, which grows in 
the coastal waters of Sakhalin Islands and is collect-
ed by hand by proffesional divers. Lamina Forte is 
a micronized dry power, produced by a unique and 
innovative low-temperature technology. This allows 
to open the membrane of plant cells and thereby 
greatly increase the content of the biologically active 
substances in the resulting product, while also en-
suring bioavailability (absorbtion) by the body up to 
90-98%. In air drying and grinding the absorption 
is about 8-12%; while chemical (unsecured) process-
ing it is usually 30-45%). The high bioavailability 
in Lamina Forte is what separates this unique Di-
via Pharm product from other Laminaria Japonica 
products available in the world. The main advantag-
es of Lamina Forte: 

1. effectively prevents iodine deficiency and an un-
deractive thyroid gland; 

2. reduces risk of thyroid cancers and other cancers; 

3. reduces high cholesterol and sugar; 

4. promotes weight loss in case of overweight and 
obesity; 

5. normalizes metabolism. 

LLC DIVIA PHARM SAKHALIN

Medicine and pharmaceuticals
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The business-incubator supports small and medi-
um-sized businesses of the Volgograd region by pro-
viding them with free expert services.

Main functions:

1. Property support, incl. leasing premises of 
the Business-Incubator on preferential terms

2. Free consulting and informational support on the 
export issues (Department – Export Support Centre)

3. Consulting and export support in the scope of tech-
nological and project engineering (Department  – 
Engineering Centre)

4. Consulting and expert support on business man-
agement (Department – Entrepreneurship Support 
Centre).

Russian Federation, 400012, Volgograd, 
Marshal Zhukov Avenue, 3, office 108 
+7 (8442) 32-00-03
+7 (8442) 32-00-06
export34@bk.ru
vinkub.ru    
  

VOLGOGRAD REGIONAL BUSINESS-INCUBATOR, GAU VO
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Agro-industrial complex and food manufacturing industry

Russia, 404127, Volgograd region,  
Volzhsky city, Alexandrova st. 58, of.8
8-800-25-00-138
info@avtokomtg.com
avtokomtg.com

“COMPANY GROUP AVTOKOMTEKHNOLOGY” LLC

AvtocomTechnology Group of Companies is a manu-
facturer of components for food industry equipment 
from such manufacturers as Krones, KHS, Sidel, 
Alfa Laval, SIG, Tetra Pak, Sipa (Berchi Group), etc. 
Our company offers various types of rubber prod-
ucts, plastic products and metal. You can choose 
the necessary product in our catalog, based on the 
presented sketches, or according to the code of the 
equipment manufacturer. If the necessary product is 
not presented in the catalog, then we can produce it 
according to an individual sample or drawing.

Our experts are also ready to offer assistance in the 
selection of material, based on the working con-
ditions of the part. AvtokomTehnology Group of 
Companies has been operating since 2008 and has 
successfully established itself in the market among 
manufacturers and suppliers of spare parts for im-
ported equipment of such brands as Krones, KHS, 
Sidel, Sipa, Alfa Laval, Tetra Pak, Hilge, KSB, Burg-
mann, Grundfos, Deublin, Maier, Rotoflux, Duff 
Norton, Kadant Johnson, Johnson Fluiten, etc. Dur-
ing this time, more than 10,000 items were manufac-
tured using high-quality imported materials. Due to 
the continuous updating of the equipment produc-
tion fleet, new manufacturing technologies are mas-
tered and the best quality of products is achieved. 
The quality and applicability of products in the food 
industry is confirmed by the GOST R Certificate of 
Conformity and the Expert Report of the Center for 
Hygiene and Epidemiology.
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Machine Industry and Metallurgy

Intov-Elast LLC specializes in the development, 
manufacture and supply of mechanical rubber goods 
(MRG) and goods made of polyurethane, fluoroplas-
tic, plastics, thermoplastic elastomers of various ap-
plication.

We carry out batch, small-batch and one-of-a-kind 
production orders applicable to completing drilling 
and production equipment for recovery, transporta-
tion and refinery of oil and gas using rubber goods 
in a wide range, mechanical rubber goods for the 
motor industry, machine-building industry, energy 
complexes, farming industry.

We have also mastered the production of water- and 
oil-swelling casing packers by means of manufac-
turing of a packer element with specified physical 
properties for the pipe up to 12 meters in length by 
using two assembly lines, two vulcanization pans of 
3 meters and 12 meters.

Owing to a highly qualified and experienced team of 
engineering-technological service, our company has 
a large compound base.

Nowadays, several hundred of rubber compounds 
have been developed based on various types of poly-
mers (NBR, HNBR, fluoropolymers, EPDM, IR, SR, 
PU, Sbr, NR, TER polymers).

In order to optimize the construction design pro-
cesses and eliminate all potential issues, we apply 
advanced software.

Russian Federation, 404103,  
Volgograd region, Volzhsky, Alexandrovа 60V
+7 (8443) 21-52-89 
+7 (8443) 21-52-91
om@intov.com
intov.com

LLC INTOV-ELAST
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Volgograd Innovation Resource Center Company 
Group produces and sells unique in the entire world 
coatings and liquid ceramic thermal insulating ma-
terials successfully competing with global and local 
brands.

Own production facilities, high-quality raw materials 
produced by leaders in the chemical industry, bril-
liant team of professionals let us offer our clients an 
exclusive line of Bronya extra-fine thermal insulators 
modifications and unprecedented in Russia terms in 
respect of quality-price ratio. This is with most stable 
indicators which correspond to the claimed specifica-
tions, since one of the primary goals of our company 
is production of high-quality products. Our products 
are represented by a widely spread dealers network.

The company has its own up-to-date production of 
innovative developments and modifications of the 
Bronya thermal insulators with multiple confirmed 
tests of all claimed physical and thermophysical char-
acteristics, comprehensive set of certificates, permits 
and unexcelled team of technical and marketing 
professionals - that is what differs us, VIRC Bronya 
Company Group, from numerous “catching up equiv-
alents”.

Russian Federation, 400005, Volgograd region, 
Volgograd, Batalionnaya St., 13A
8-8442-50-62-30 
8-800-550-34-34
info@nano34.ru
www.nano34.ru

“VOLGOGRAD INNOVATION RESOURCE CENTER” COMPANY GROUP
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• AGRO-INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX  
AND FOOD MANUFACTURING 
INDUSTRY

• INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
• MACHINE INDUSTRY AND 

METALLURGY
• MEDICINE AND 

PHARMACEUTICALS
• OIL & GAS

• EDUCATION AND SCIENCE
• CONSTRUCTION
• TELECOMMUNICATIONS  

AND COMMUNICATIONS
• CONSUMER GOODS
• TRANSPORT
• CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
• ENERGY
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PASTILA

LLC “Belyov confectionery company” Belyov pastila.
Restored traditions of production of A.P. Prohorov’s 
factory founded in 1888 year.
Belyov pastila made of only three components: 
baked in wood stove apples, egg whites and sugar.
From time immemorial there was a problem of sav-
ing huge apple harvests in Russia.
Wise peasants manage to bake apples, grind it, beat 
it with egg whites and honey and dry it on “slow 
heat” in cooling off Russian wood stove. Later, in the 
end of 19th century sugar became available and used 
instead of honey. 
Between 19th and 20th century industrial produc-
tion of the pastila situated in Belyov of Tula region, 
Kolomna and Rzhev cities. 
After revolution in 1917 productions were lost and 
only locals were still making the sweet which used to 
be popular not only in Russia but also in Europe and 
some American and Australian cities.
Production of Belyov pastila restored in 1947 after Sec-
ond World War and today we produce it in spite of po-
litical and economic perturbations of recent years.
The Belyov pastila is made of special apples with the 
biggest amount of pectin named “Antonovka”. The 
apples are grown in ecologically clear gardens of 
Tula region. The drying process is going on it wood 
stoves with using birch wood. Packing into food 
parchment, craft paper and cardboard.
High amount of pectin helps to eliminate toxins 
from the body. Iron content is very healthy for he-
matopoietic function.
The product comes to the court of the first persons 
of Russian Federation and from 2013 deliveries re-
sumed to Europe (with a storage in Riga the capital 
city of Latvia) and to the court of Queen of England 
Elizabeth II.

Russia, 300013, Tula Region, Tula city, 
Moskovskaya ul., d. 17, office 7
+79857708787, +79168300234
+79852215094
pastila1881@yandex.ru
www.pastila1881.com

BELYOV CONFECTIONERY 
COMPANY, LLC 
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Main building of the university

Federal State Budgetary Educational Insti-
tution of Higher Education “Bryansk State 
Agrarian University” is one of the largest 
educational and scientific centres of agrarian 
education in the non-black soil zone of the 
Russian Federation. 
According to seventh university rating con-
ducted by the Ministry of Education and Sci-
ence of Russian Federation, the university is 
considered to be effectively functioning insti-
tution of higher education.  
Besides, according to the results of the rating 
conducted by the Ministry of Agriculture of the 
Russian Federation, FSBEI of HE Bryansk State 
Agrarian University (BSAU) is the leading edu-
cational institution in 2017, 2018 and 2019 as well. 
More than 100 units including 5 institutes and 4 
branches provide education and make researches.  
Training is based on the concept of continu-
ous multi level education.  

The University realizes: pre-university train-
ing, secondary vocational education, higher 
education - Bachelor’s, specialists’ and Mas-
ter’s, postgraduate and doctoral studies, as 
well education program of vocational train-
ing, retraining and advanced training. 
As for the higher education, training is carried out 
on 10 integrated groups including 16 directions 
of bachelors’ training, 1 program of specialists’ 
training and 8 directions of masters’ training.  
The training process on the programs of sec-
ondary vocational education is carried out on 
11 integrated groups containing 23 specialties. 
The structure of educational activity includes 
pre-university training for foreign citizens in the 
form of learning Russian as a foreign language in 
order to get further education at the university. 
Contemporary scientific and educational 
trends and innovative methods of training 
are widely applied in educational process. 

Russia, 243365, Bryansk region, Vygonichi district, s. 
Kokino, st. Sovetskaya 2a
8-483-41-24-721
cit@bgsha.com
www.bgsha.com

FEDERAL STATE BUDGETARY EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION OF HIGHER 
EDUCATION “BRYANSK STATE AGRARIAN UNIVERSITY” FSBEI HE
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Joint Stock Company «Dmitrovskiy molochnyi 
zavod» is one of the oldest Russian enterprises, 
which carefully keeps the traditions and success-
fully develops.

TM Svitlogorie is a multiple winner of internation-
al food exhibitions and has repeatedly been highly 
awarded.

All TM Svitlogorie products are made exclusively 
from natural raw materials and ingredients.

POSITIONING: Natural dairy products for every 
day, for those, who take care of their health.

SLOGAN — The best for the beloved

Russia, 141801, Dmitrov, Moscow region
Kovriginskogo highway, building 3
+7 (495) 935-78-65
+7 (964)768-59-38
A_Mashkunov@dmz.ru
www.svitlogorie.ru

JSC DMITROVSKIY MOLOCHNYI ZAVOD
TM SVITLOGORIE
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EXPO-RUSSIA
TRADING HOUSE

GREEN RUSSIA
ALL-RUSSIAN ENVIRONMENTAL 
PUBLIC MOVEMENT 
ALL-RUSSIAN ENVIRONMENTAL PUBLIC MOVE-
MENT «GREEN RUSSIA» together with Lomonosov 
Moscow State University created the National Educational 
Center for Food, Environmental, Medical Security of Rus-
sia - research and education centre “Biomed”.
And also were developed: 
• ENVIRONMENTAL
• NATIONAL FOOD SAFETY STANDARDS
• “GREEN RUSSIA” - ECOLOGICAL system  

of STANDARDIZATION and CERTIFICATION

In 2019, «Green Russia» announces the launch of its in-
ternational «Healthy Products — Health of the Nation» 
project, which is aimed at bringing together conscientious 
eco-producers and responsible eco-retailers to organize 
eco store window in each supermarket and store. The 
products of responsible eco-producers meeting the envi-
ronmental standards of “Green Russia” will be presented 
on the eco store window. A distinctive feature of eco-prod-
ucts of responsible eco-producers is the presence of a green 
brand on products and packaging — the “Green Russia” 
brand on products and packaging.

“HEALTHY PRODUCTS — HEALTH OF THE NATION”
Objective of the project:
• To provide the population of Russia with high-qual-

ity food products as an essential component of health 
promotion, increasing the duration and improving the 
quality of life of the population, promoting and stim-
ulating the growth of demand and supply for high-
er-quality food products and ensuring compliance with 
consumer rights to purchase quality products.

• Informing the population of the Russian Federation 
about the activities of environmental-oriented and 
conscientious enterprises producing natural (organic, 
environmentally friendly) products that meet the re-
quirements of the environmental standard “National 
Product Safety of Russia” and the public dissemination 
of the green trend.

The goals and programs of The trading 
House “Expo-Russia” in accordance 
with the instructions of the President 
of the Russian Federation Vladimir 
Vladimirovich Putin in particular the 
creation of green brands, promotion of 
Russian environmentally friendly prod-
ucts abroad,  increasing exports and ex-
panding trade and economic ties between 
the Russian Federation and the Republic 
of Vietnam.Trading House “Expo-Russia” 
identifies bona fide Russian producers of 
Russia and checks their products on the 
basis of laboratory tests for quality and 
safety in accordance with the system of 
environmental standardization “Green 
Russia”, as well as the export and promo-
tion of these products in Vietnam.

Search for bona fide producers of the 
Republic of Vietnam, whose products 
comply with the system of environmental 
standardization “Green Russia”, with fur-
ther import and promotion in the territo-
ry of the Russian Federation.

Promotion of the International project 
“Healthy Products-health of the Nation” 
ALL-RUSSIAN ENVIRONMENTAL PUB-
LIC MOVEMENT «GREEN RUSSIA».

Russia, 119034, Moscow, 
Prechistenka street, 10/2 
building 1

+7 (499) 372-12-84
info@genyborka.ru 
www.ecostandarty.ru

Russia, 119034, Moscow, 
Prechistenka street, 10/2 
building 1

+7-499-372-12-84
info@genyborka.ru 
www.ecostandarty.ru
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Russia, 141591, Moscow region, Solnechnogorsk district 
Novaya village, 38 P, office 1
+7 (495) 647-03-35, +7 (977) 602-47-05, 
+7 (905) 723-9081
Icecro1711@yandex.ru
zakupki@icecro.ru
www.icecro.ru

1. Coconut cappuccino “Cocosweet”

2. Untea tea “Tropic pleasure”

3. Protein ice-cream “Mango paradise”

OOO IL MIO MOROZHENKO is a Russian produc-
er of healthy ice-cream:
• Protein ice cream without sugar,
• Vegan ice cream with coconut and almond milk,
• Vita ice cream with vitamin complex: selenium 

and iodine+ probiotics; protein cocktails with-
out sugar, kefir with superfoods, Greek yogurt, 
VEGURT (vegan yogurt with coconut milk), tea 
cocktails with fruits, berries and spices , coconut 
cappuccino and natural sweetener. Everyone can 
choose smth tasty and special for themselves. 

 Our brand name is IceCro. We provided that healthy 
food is also tasty! 

IceCro produce products according to our own 
unique recipes. All products don’t contain preserv-
atives, GMO, chemical coloring and artificial flavor-
ings. Only fresh farm milk, selected berries, fruits, 
nuts and other premium quality ingredients. 

Take care of yourself and your loved ones 
with IceCro! 

IL MIO MOROZHENKO, LLC

1.

2.

3.
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Russia, 119435, Moscow, Bolshoy Savinsky pereulik, h.11 
+7 (495) 782 39 90
assist@krasnobor.ru
www.krasnobor.ru

KRASNOBOR, CJSC 
Company Krasnobor is the biggest turkey 
meat producer in Russia. 

We have been working for you since 2000. 
We breed, process and supply turkey meat to 
retailers and public catering facilities.

For us, turkey is more than just the product. 
It’s the whole nurtitional philosophy which 
is an integral part of colorful, energetic and 
dynamic life.

Today Krasnobor is one of the largest enter-
prises in Russia producing a wide range of 
turkey products. Household includes several 
poultry feeding sites and two modern facto-
ries producing products.

Our advantages:
• Stability. Founded in 2000.
• Breeding in environmentally friendly area, 

healthy poultry.
• Close shipment distance, 200 km from 

Moscow.
• Timely order acceptance in 2 days and de-

livery ‘Just-in tima’.
• Have been delivering to the federal chains 

for over 10 years.
• Well cleaned and high-qualitu products 

without CMO and preservatives.
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JSC “BRPI” is a Moscow-based manufacturer of 
high-quality ice-cream.

The modern factory in Moscow produces  
a wide range of ice-cream in various types of 
packaging.

Ice-cream is made from natural ingredients 
according to traditional Russian recipes.

The company has its own quality control 
center, which constantly checks samples of in-
coming raw materials and controls the quality 
of each batch of manufactured products, as 
well as develops new ice-cream flavors.

Moscow ice-cream combines the latest trends 
in the production of dairy products, meets the 
requirements of Russian and international 
quality standards.

Russia, 119 049, Moscow, 15/7,  
Dobryninskiy pereulok
79250494002
zakaz@moscow-ice.ru  
www.moscow-ice.ru

MOSCOW ICE-CREAM 
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ND-Technic LLC is the largest Russian man-
ufacturer of modified starches was estab-
lished in 2002. Our current modified starch 
capacity is more than 55 000 MT per year. 

We were the first plant in Russia to produce 
modified starches and amylopectin starch for 
the food industry.

Now we offer total solutions for the food in-
dustry, with technical back up for processing 
and application support. We endeavour to 
maintain high standards of manufacturing 
practices and quality parameters in our prod-
ucts, along with a trained and efficient man-

power. Our application specialist will guide 
the customers on application and use of the 
suitable product for specific requirement to 
achive the best results. 

We offer: 
• 23 types of food modified starches made of 

corn and potatoes; 
• professional technology service including 

qualified assistance on a starch products 
implementation at Customer’s plant.

We export our products to 11 countries 
around the world.

Russia, 105005, Moscow,  
44 Baumanskaya Str., bldg. 1, pom. I, com.10
+7-499-704-40-47
+ 7-86547-4-30-18
info@nd-tehnik.ru
www.nd-t.ru     
 

ND-TECHNIC, LLC
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Russia, 115054, Moscow, Valovaya str., 35
+ 7-495-363-16-61
info@MBNrs.ru
www.rusagrogroup.ru    
  

RUSAGRO GROUP
Rusagro Group is the largest vertically integrated 
agriculture industry holding company in Russia. 
Geography of Rusagro sales is constantly growing. 
Currently the Company sells products in more than 
80 regions of Russia and more than 15 countries 
abroad. In the beginning of 2016 «Slovo myasnika» 
(the company brand of meat semi-products) was in-
troduced by the LLC «Tambov bacon» for the retail 
sales. High-quality products, the best servicing to 
the clients, efficient responsiveness and reliability — 
these are the qualities promoting the Meat Produc-
tion Business of the RusAGRO in the Russian market.

LLC «Tambov bacon»:

• Third place among the largest pork producers in 
Russia;

• One of the largest slaughter and meat processing 
industries in the country;

• Production capacity - more than 207 000 tons of 
pork in live weight annually;

• PIC and Danbred genetics pork;
• Wide range of products, frozen and chilled. 
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Russian Federation, 344090, Rostov Region, Rostov-on-Don,  
Blagodatnaya street 247, office 307
+7-863-310-09-59 
+7-977-898-25-15
info@rusbr.com
www.rusbr.com

RUSSIAN BIORESOURCES LLC

1. Production base on the lake

2. Drying machines

3. Pre-washing station  

«Russian Bioresources» LLC is a manufacturer 
and supplier of Artemia products. Geographically, 
the company is located in the south of the Russian 
Federation and is a complex enterprise with a full 
production cycle from breeding and harvesting 
Artemia cysts to selling finished products (dry and 
decapsulated cysts). For a number of key indicators 
estimated by customers in the first place, such as 
nutritional value (protein and unsaturated fatty 
acid content, HUFA).

 All lakes are located in ecologically clean areas 
with sufficient distance from any plants or hazard-
ous facilities, which allows us to produce products 
with high nutritional value, free of pollution and 
pathogens.

 «Russian Bioresources» LLC has a modern high-
tech equipment that meets international standards 
of quality and safety. Apply advanced methods of 
processing, preparation and sterilization of raw ma-
terials. We offer our partners high-qualified, clean, 
ready-to-use product that competes with world 
industry leaders.
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Russia, 394031, Voronezh, 1A, Chapaeva St.  
+7 (473) 300-300-7 
+7 (473) 300-37-11
ved2@sazhinskiy.ru
sazhinskiy.ru     
 

«SAZHINSKIY»  
CONFECTIONARY

1. Brand “Naslada”

2. Brand «Sladkiye Gostinci»

3. Brand «Zdoroviye Tradicii»

«Sazhinskiy» Confectionary in the confectionery 
market since 1995. So long and successfully to work 
in the Russian market the company helps a lot of 
factors, the main one of which is the orientation to 
the quality of the products. The main direction is the 
production of gingerbread and cookies. In 2017 the 
production of drying was launched and breadsticks.

To date, the «Sazhinskiy» Confectionary has been 
developing 3 brands: «Naslada», «Sladkiye Gostinci», 
«Zdoroviye Tradicii».

For the whole «Sazhinskiy» Confectionary, a prod-
uct safety management system was developed and 
implemented based on the HACCP principles and 
corresponding the requirements of the internation-
al standard GOST R ISO 22000 - 2007, according to 
which the manufacture and storage of the compa-
ny’s products is completely safe.

The company offers quality products at a reasonable 
price, stable supplies and support in the promotion 
of the contract. 

1.

2.

3.
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Established in 2009, TH Group is the largest fresh 
milk company in Vietnam, and also runs a number 
of food and beverage projects, including manufac-
turing and processing fresh milk, nut milk, clean 
fruits and vegetables, herbal and purified water… TH 
products always take its two criteria “fresh, clean” as 
top priorities and focus towards its core values which 
are “Truly natural” and “For public health”. Under 
the guidance of Madame Thai Huong, the Founder 
of TH Group, TH has laid the foundation for the 
fresh milk industry in Vietnam, helped to reduce 
the proportion of the imported powdered milk from 
92% in 2008 to 60% in 2019. The success of TH has 
encouraged other businesses in the same industry to 
invest seriously in hi – tech centralized dairy farm to 
create true fresh milk. Besides, the consumers have 
been able to see the true value of fresh milk and en-
joy quality products with international standards. 
At the moment, TH is continuing to complete its 
mission “For public health” with the path of provid-
ing clean, organic, healthy beverages and nutrition 
scheme for Vietnamese people.

166 Nguyen Thai Hoc street,  
Quang Trung ward, Vinh city, Nge An
1800545440
www.thmilk.vn

TH FOOD CHAIN  
JOINT STOCK COMPANY
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Yug Rusi Group — leader in production and export of vegetable 
oils. Nine oil production plants of the Group located in Russia 
and Kazakhstan produce such trademarks as ZOLOTAYA SE-
MECHKA, AVEDOV, ZLATO, etc. 

344010, Russia, Rostov-on-Don, st. Tolstoy, 8
8 (863) 261 83 80, 8 (863) 210 70 40
contact@grain.ru
www.goldenseed.ru

COMPANY GROUP YUG RUSI
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1. 4.Thiết bị thu nhận dữ liệu cầm tay 
“Теrмоchron auditor”

2. Tủ vi khí hậu ShKPB-4

3. Lắp đặt thiết bị

4. Công ty sử dụng các kỹ sư có trình độ cao

Công ty TNHH “Công nghệ kỹ thuật” là nhà thiết kế 
và nhà sản xuất hàng đầu các hệ thống công nghiệp 
tự động đa năng phục vụ giám sát vi khí hậu tại các 
cơ sở như kho bảo quản dược phẩm và thực phẩm, 
khu công nghiệp, dây chuyền sản xuất và các khu 
nhà ở cũng như quá trình vận chuyển hàng hóa. Sản 
phẩm của công ty được công nhận đạt tiêu chuẩn 
FDA 21 CFR phần 11 (Bộ luật liên bang đối với quản 
lý thực phẩm và dược phẩm Hoa kỳ) , tiêu chuẩn 
HACCP, GMP và vì vậy được sử dụng rộng rãi trong 
lĩnh vực bảo quản và vận chuyển các loại hàng hóa 
như thực phẩm, dược phẩm, mỹ phẩm, thuốc lá và 
nhiều loại mặt hàng khác... 
Công ty chúng tôi có đội ngũ kỹ sư rất giàu kinh 
nghiệm và đã có hơn 10 năm hoạt động trong lĩnh 
vực công nghiệp tự động hóa cũng như trong việc 
thiết kế và sản xuất các hệ thống điều khiển, thiết 
bị đo lường
Sản phẩm được thiết kế và phát triển dựa trên các 
thành tựu khoa học hiện đại tiên tiến của ngành 
vi điện tử , sử dụng các chip vi điều khiển lõi AVR, 
Cortex M3, Cortex M4 và Cortex M7, ngôn ngữ lập 
trình С, С++ và cơ sở dữ liệu MYSQL, MariaDB.
Hiện nay khách hàng của chúng tôi là đại đa số các 
công ty dược phẩm, thực phẩm, vận tải và hậu cần 
của Nga và Kazakhstan. 
Năng lực, công nghệ và trách nhiệm của chúng 
tôi luôn nhằm đáp ứng tối đa mọi yêu cầu của quý 
khách hàng. Với phương châm không ngừng đổi 
mới và hoàn thiện, chúng tôi mong muốn cung cấp 
cho thị trường các sản phẩm chất lượng tốt nhất!

Russia, 454081, Chelyabinsk,  
Ferrosplavnaya St., 124, of.1314

+7 (351) 242-07-45
+7 (963) 089-22-69
2197169@gmail.com
gigrotermon.ru

ENGINEERING  
TECHNOLOGIES, LLC

1. 2.

3.

4.
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Russia, 347922, Rostov region, Taganrog,  
16 Shmidta str.
78634310712 
79034327327
ils@beta-air.com
beta-air.com

Russian company BETA AIR is the manufacturer of 
automated test equipment NASKD-200 (ATE-200) 
that is used for maintenance, repair and overhaul of 
helicopters and aircraft.

NASKD-200 is a new-generation test equipment that 
allows replacing outdated test benches.

NASKD-200 is a proven testing solution capable of 
testing wide range of avionics: navigation equip-
ment, radio communication, autopilot, electrical 
equipment, flight data recorder, compass system, 
gyro horizon, power plant and fuel system control 
units, altimeter, air data system, anti-icing system, 
air conditioning system, indicators and other.

NASKD-200 is capable of testing wide selection of 
onboard equipment of Russian helicopters and air-
craft, including Mil and Kamov helicopters (Mi-8, 
Mi-17, Mi-172,Mi-171, Mi-26, Ka-32, Ka-226), IL-76, 
Be-200 and other).Also NASKD-200 test equipment 
can be used for avionics of Western helicopters and 
aircraft (Airbus, Boeing and other).

NASKD-200 test equipment has significant advan-
tages over the traditional test benches, and enables 
to automate and optimize MRO technological pro-
cedures, and to reduce operational costs.

BETA AIR JSC
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1. Dry Electrostatic Precipitator (Dry ESP)

2. Wet Electrostatic Precipitator (Wet ESP) 

3. Fabric Filter (Bag Filter)

FINGO is a leading Russian supplier of innovative 
air pollution control technologies. For 75 years, our 
solutions have been providing cost-effective and 
high-efficiency cleaning up to 99.9% for all indus-
tries, which comply with the latest environmental 
standards and international BAT standards. Over 
the years, FINGO has supplied more than 1.3 mil-
lion tons of gas purification equipment to 56 coun-
tries of the world, and has also received more than 
50 patents for inventions in the field of ecology and 
gas purification.

At our own and only specialized full-cycle plant in 
Russia (formerly the Semibratovsky gas-cleaning 
equipment plant) we produce dry and wet electro-
static precipitators, fabric filters, scrubbers, cy-
clones, SOx Control and DeNOx systems. We supply 
turnkey complete filters, as well as sets of internal 
equipment and spare parts for existing gas treatment 
plants for repair and reconstruction.

We offer you to consider FINGO as a provider of 
turnkey solutions for engineering, inspection, trou-
bleshooting, modernization and service.

The mission of the FINGO is to provide world-class 
equipment and services at a Russian price to solve 
environmental problems for global industry leaders.

Russia, 108811, Moscow, Kievskoe highway,  
Business Park “Rumyantsevo”, building G, entrance 18
+7 495 118-94-07
+7 495 777-33-39
info@fingo.tech
www.fingo.ru

FINGO, LLC  

1.

3.2.
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1. Binoculars BPC5 8x30M

2. Binoculars BPOs 10x42

3. Telescope ZT8-24x40M

4. Night vision binoculars “BAIGISH-25B”

JSC “KOMZ” was founded in 1940 and is one of the 
leading manufacturers of optical devices in Russia. 
“KOMZ” produces and supplies:

• day vision binoculars BPC (8x, 10x, 12x and 15x) 
and BPO series ( 7x and 10x);

• monoculars MP (8x, 10x, 12x and 15x);
• telescopes: 

• fixed magnification (20x; 30x or 60x);
• with variable magnification (from 8x  

to 24x; from 15x to 60x); 
• on the tripod, which is included in the 

package;
• magnifying glasses in the range from 2x to 10x; 

plastic or glass;
• binocular microscope;
• night vision devices “Baigish” generation 2+.

Russia, 420075, Kazan, 37, Lipatov
+7 843 2358001
+7 843 2358084
+7 843 2358083
export@komzrt.ru
www.komz-shop.ru

KAZAN OPTICAL  
AND MECHANICAL PLANT 
(KOMZ, JSC)

1.

2.

3.

4.
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1. Construction of Tashkent metallurgical plant

2. EVRAZ Blast furnace №7

Russian Federation, 115035, Moscow,  
Ovchinnikovskaya embankment, 2, block 2
+7(495)229-56-40
metprom@metprom.net
www.metprom.net

METPROMMACHINERY, LLC
LLC MetPromMachinery is a part of MetProm 
Group, founded in 1992, a company specialized in 
the implementation of EPC/M projects in the mining 
and metallurgical sector in Russia and abroad. 
MetProm Group has its own resources to provide 
full cycle of engineering and construction activities.

We offer engineer of production facilities, supply 
of technologies and equipment, construction, 
installation supervision, commissioning, warranty 
and service maintenance of equipment.

During 27 years of operation the company 
implemented more than 50 large investment 
projects in metallurgical industry and industrial 
construction.

Extensive exper ience of MetProm Group 
guarantees its customers maximum efficiency in 
the implementation of modernization projects and 
construction of new industrial facilities.
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1. Coolant cleaners

2. Diesel fuel cleaner

3. Electrostatic oil cleaner

Russia, 194044, Saint-Petersburg, 
Smolyachkova street, 4/2  
7 (812) 7407637
7 (812) 7155427
nepspb@inbox.ru 
www.nepspb.ru  

Nevsky Ecological Project Co Ltd has been working 
since 2004. The supplied equipment and technolo-
gies allow industrial enterprises to reduce negative 
impact on the environment.

I. Removal of floating oil, fat and mechanical impu-
rities from all kinds of liquids (coolant, cooling wa-
ter, degreasing bath, waste water and many other).

• oil skimmers;
• gravity and pressure separators. 

II. Hydraulic oil cleaning from water and mechani-
cal impurities. 

• electrostatic oil cleaners;
• vacuum cleaners;
• mechanical filtration;
• magnetic filters.

III. Diesel fuel cleaning from water and mechanical 
impurities.

• diesel fuel cleaners.

NEVSKY ECOLOGICAL 
PROJECT CO LTD

1.

3.2.
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Russia, 440015, Penza, Egorova street 3
+7 (8412) 67-47-77
benza@benza.ru
Benzafillingstation.com

 
PENZASPETSAVTOMASH CJSC
What is Benza® — it is mobile mini filling 
stations, container filling stations, refueling 
trailers, sets of traditional filling stations, 
tanks for oil products, automation of con-
tainer-type and departmental filling stations, 
electro pumps for fuel pumping, fuel-dis-
pensing units, and a broad range of accessory 
equipment. The systems fully equipped with 
fuel filling facilities are designed to store and 
dispense oil products, and are adjusted to be 
transported to a site of operation by motor 
transport. Our container filling stations show 
high quality of welding of tanks, wide range 
of products, and various kittings specially 
for different operation conditions and under 
individual orders of the customers. There are 
single-walled and double-walled tanks with 
the volume of 3 to 60 cubic meters. All sta-
tions are made at our own production facil-
ities. An automation of the stations to work 
in unmanned mode is possible. Start-up and 

commissioning, and service maintenance of 
the stations are carried out. Our Company 
specializes in the equipment for fuel tankers. 
We offer a progressive approach to the con-
version of fuel tankers into refuelers. A Benza 
electro-pump based kit for refuelers allows 
motor cars refueling equipment to be pow-
ered by a common electrical battery without 
using of power take-off devices, and conse-
quently with the engine shut off.

For the owners of small vehicle fleets, we can 
offer rather economical solution of the prob-
lem of refueling. A Benza® fuel-dispensing unit 
mounted on a small cart with a 200-liter barrel 
is ideal for refueling of vehicles in the field.

Benza® constantly takes part in various inter-
national exhibitions and events.
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1. Galvanic equipment  

2. Waste water treatment units

Russia, 180004, Pskov region,  
Pskov, Oktyabrskiy pr., 50 – 1001
8 8112 66 08 65
marketing@poliplast.ru
poliplast.ru

Poliplast (Ltd) is a Russian manufacturer of galva-
nizing and environmental equipment. The enter-
prise is ready to offer its clients full cycle works in 
electroplating shops such as design, manufacturing 
of equipment, installation and start-up. The compa-
ny has been successfully working for 28 years and 
has a vast experience in supplying “turn-key” gal-
vanizing plants, wastewater treatment plants for in-
dustrial and household use, water pretreatment ven-
tilation systems and automatic control systems. The 
firm provides service for all produced equipment.

Over all its activity life the enterprise has delivered 
over 70,000 items for more than 1,800 customers in 
Russia and CIS countries. The company’s production 
capacities enable to manufacture high-quality tech-
nology-intensive equipment. The production process 
involves numerical control machines, laser cutters, 
press breaker, thermoplastic bending and butt-weld-
ing machines. It also uses own technologies of met-
al coloring and welded seam rust protection. The 
company adopted a Certified Quality System in ac-
cordance with ISO 9001:2015 (by TÜV Rheinland 
Group). Poliplast has its own manufacturing facili-
ty on about 2 hectares, which includes: workshops, 
assembly area, substation, transport establishment, 
boiler house and storage.

Poliplast’s staff includes more than 200 highly com-
petent specialists. Our engineering and production 
personnel receive education in Russia and abroad, 
undergo advanced training at leading European en-
terprises.

POLIPLAST, LTD

1.

2.
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Russia, 190031, Saint-Petersburg, Grivtsova ln, 1/64
+7 (812) 325-8782
smm@zaosmm.ru, u0277@zaosmm.ru
www.zaosmm.ru      
  

SMM, CJSC

1. Level luffing portal crane “Vityaz” Lifting 
capacity up to 80t Outreach up to 40m 

2. “Gantry crane Lifting capacity up to 80t

3. Level luffing portal crane “Vityaz” 
Lifting capacity up to 63t Outreach up to 
36m 

SMM CJSC is a high-technology Russian company 
specializing in design, manufacture, assembly and 
servicing of heavy lifting equipment and replace-
ment handling devices for ports, terminals, ship-
yards and industrial companies. Our head office is 
located in St.Petersburg. 

Years of fruitful cooperation with Russian biggest 
ports made SMM CJSC a national leader in level luff-
ing cranes supplies, what makes more than 80 per 
cent of the total market share. Company has manu-
factured more than 150 level luffing cranes over the 
last 10 years. 

SMM CJSC offers a full line of lifting equipment to 
face any technological challenge in accordance with 
our customer needs, for all sizes of vessels including 
Panamax and for different types of cargo (generals 
and break-bulk cargoes). Maximum top stage capac-
ity of level luffing cranes is 200 tons and boom reach 
is up to 80 meters.

Our products: 
• Level luffing portal cranes 
• Gantry Cranes 
• Hydraulic Articulated Balance Crane 
• Mobile Harbor cranes 
• Ship-to-Shore cranes
• Cranes for hydro technical stations 
• Shipyard double jib level luffing crane 
• Ship cranes 
• Changeable handling devices 

1.

3.

2.
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The first-rate Russian producer with 60-year expe-
rience in designing and producing equipment for 
laundries and dry cleaning. The range of produc-
tion of the plant includes washing-wringing, drying, 
ironing equipment, dry cleaning machines, ancil-
lary and finishing equipment, carts and shelves for 
washing.

215110, Russia, Smolensk region,  
Vyazma, 37, 25 Oktober street
+7 (48131) 3-48-12, 5-29-02
vmz@vyazma.su
www.vyazma.su

VYAZEMSKY МACHINE- 
BUILDING PLANT, JSC
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BIOCAD is a leading biotechnological innovative 
company in Russia. Its excellence comes from the 
world-class R&D centers, modern biotechnological 
manufacturing facilities, as well as preclinical and 
clinical research infrastructure that corresponds to 
the international standards.

BIOCAD is a full-cycle drug development and man-
ufacturing company, ensuring high-quality phar-
maceutical development in all stages — from new 
genetic engineering to large-scale commercial pro-
duction and further marketing support. The compa-
ny manufactures drugs to treat the most difficult dis-
eases such as HIV, hepatitis, multiple sclerosis. The 
company’s portfolio includes more than 58 market-
ed products, 26 of them biologics, and over 40 drugs 
at various stages of development. The company has 
more than 40 laboratories and 5 manufacturing sites. 
In 2018 BIOCAD became a leader in state procure-
ment of oncology drugs.

The company employs more than 2200 workers, 
with 40% of them researchers. BIOCAD has created 
8 subsidiaries and partnerships in the USA, Brazil, 
China, India, Vietnam, UAE and other countries. 
BIOCAD conducts registration processes in more 
than 20 countries, supply drugs to Latin America, 
Middle East and South East Asia.

Russian Federation, 198515, Saint-Petersburg,  
Strelna, st. Svyazi, 34, L-А

+7 (812) 380-49-33
biocad@biocad.ru
biocad.ru

JSC BIOCAD
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Software and hardware systems for fire condition  

early diagnostics on vessels

Software for control panel of mechanic-driver  
of tracked vehicles

Software systems for processing big seismic data  
in the course of marine seismic prospecting

A set of software and hardware systems MedSfera for 
computerisation of processes in the healthcare system

Russia, 197343, Saint Petersburg,  
Matrosa Zhleznyaka st. 57A, office 129N
8 (800) 555 3107
zakupki@brainsystems.ru
www.brainsystems.ru

BRAINSYSTEMS GROUP
For over 10 years, BrainSystems Group of Com-
panies has been implementing cutting-edge 
applied scientific solutions in key sectors of the 
economy of the Russian Federation, including 
military and industrial complex, healthcare, 
banking sector, security systems and education.

In the course of its activities, BrainSystems 
Group of Companies has established long-term 
relations with leading scientific institutes, spe-

cialised organisations and state-run bodies, 
which provide methodological and expert sup-
port in all key areas of activity, as well as prod-
uct validation and certification.

Today, BrainSystems Group of Companies is 
working towards adapting and transferring in-
novative technologies in the markets in South-
East Asia and invites interested companies to 
partnership.
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Russia, 634050, Tomsk
23 Moskovsky Trakt, 

+7 (3822) 900 518
+84908817601
ccm@globalccm.com
en.globalccm.com

The Center of Corporate Medicine LLC has been en-
gaged in industrial medicine for 15 years and offers 
a full range of services in the field of occupational 
medicine, remote health care and occupational risk 
monitoring. The main activities of the company are:

• medical service organization at remote industrial 
facilities,

• providing medical assistance,
• telemedicine support of remote facilities 24/7,
• medical evacuations,
• training of medical specialists in the international 

programs BLS, ITLS and ACLS,
• first-aid training for the Customer’s employees in 

first aid,
• conducting a medical risk assessment. 
In addition, the company is developing a new direc-
tion - the sale of an automated equipment for com-
prehensive screening of patients’ health status in 
the field of industrial medicine. As well as medical 
patient simulators for training specialists and devel-
oping first aid skills.

CCM LLC
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Turgoyak Road, 2/4 
Miass, Chelyabinsk region 
456300 Russian Federation

+7 (3513) 255-255 
sale@lamsys-euro.com
www.lamsys.com

LAMSYSTEMS CC
LAMSYSTEMS provides design, manufac-
turing, sale and service of specialized high-
tech laboratory equipment for industries and 
laboratories with high requirements to air 
purity.

The company produces laminar flow cabinets, 
microbiological safety cabinets Class I-II-III, 
isolators (glove boxes), workstations for IVF 
laboratories, PCR cabinets, sterile storage 
cabinets, fume hoods.

Along with the production of serial equip-
ment, LAMSYSTEMS manufactures custo- 
mized products — clean zones, clean rooms 
as well as non-standard laminar flow cabinets.

Besides equipment, nowadays, LAMSYSTEMS 
also produces clothes and accessories for me- 
dicine, pharmaceuticals, and industrial enter-
prises — personal protective equipment, clean 
room garments, anti-plague suits and isolating 
systems, antistatic and acid-resistant clothing.

LAMSYSTEMS equipment in the laboratory  
of the Cell Technologies Centre of the Cytology Institute  

of Russian Academy of Science.
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1. Mixing operator

1. Granulation line

2. Medisorb focus product

Medisorb is a pharmaceutical company with over 
26 years experience in generics manufacturing. We 
contribute to healthcare, making proven medication 
affordable to patients.

Medisorb is well known for its high quality products 
in Russia, EAEU countries, Belarus, Uzbekistan and 
Tadzhikistan.

Our portfolio includes more than 40 products and 
is constantly increasing to bring more value and op-
portunities for our customer. Our manufacturing fa-
cilities use state of the art technology in accordance 
with international Good Manufacturing Practice 
standards.

Russia, 614113, Perm, 6, Galperin st.
8(342)259-41-41
8(922)344-41-15
v.dykaya@medisorb.ru
www.medisorb.ru

MEDISORB AO

1.

3.

2.
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Russia, 129366, Moscow, 176, Mira avenue
(499) 951-48-35
n.proshkina@shvabe.com
www.shvabe.com

JSC “SHVABE”

Newton’s telescope TAL-35. It is the exact rep-
lica of his historical original version, that was 
made by the scientist in 1668 year.

Shvabe’s medical equipment. These products are 
manufactured (commercially available) on the 
Urals Optical & Mechanical Plant (UOMZ).

This is an image photo from the exhibition 
IWA & OutdoorClassics of sportive and hunt-
ing arms

Shvabe is a Russian innovative holding company op-
erating in the field of optical science and electro-op-
tical instrument making.

Today, Shvabe is a part of RostecState Corporation 
and unites leading enterprises of the optical indus-
try in Russia, ensuring the entire cycle of creating 
the latest electro-optical and laser equipment (from 
fundamental and exploratory researches to mass 
production) in the best interests of the defense in-
dustry and most civilian industries in Russia.
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Enterosgel® paste for oral administration, 
225 g

”TNC SILMA” is a Russian pharmaceuti-
cal company, a manufacturer of original 
medical products based on organosili-
con compounds. The company’s flagship 
product ENTEROSGEL® is composed of 
polymethylsiloxane polyhydrate (70%) 
and purified water (30%).

ENTEROSGEL is a gel-like oral intestinal 
adsorbent (enterosorbent) designed for 
binding toxic substances, pathogens, and 
metabolites in the gastrointestinal tract 
and eliminating them from the body. This 
innovative enterosorbent does not reduce 
the absorption of vitamins and minerals.

Enterosgel helps protect the whole fam-
ily from allergic reactions, food poison-
ing, irritable bowel syndrome, diarrhoea 
(bacterial, viral, rotaviral, antibiotic-as-
sociated, travellers’ diarrhoea). Due to 
its unique properties, Enterosgel is used 
in various fields of medicine: allergology, 
gastroenterology, infectology, nephrolo-
gy, toxicology, obstetrics and gynecology, 
surgery, etc.
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Russia, 115573, Moscow 
Shipilovskaya st. 50-1-2

+7(495)2239100
info@enterosgel.ru 
enterosgel.ru

TNC SILMA
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Production and Scientific Firm “LGA” was established 
in 1993 within defense industry con version program.

The company develops and manufactures valves of var-
ious types, which successfully operate in 3000+ domes-
tic and foreign enterprises in various industries.

Today LGA PSF LLC provides full-cycle produc tion, 
from development of the valve to manufacture, test-
ing, and delivery.

More than 150000 valves have been manufac tured 
and delivered so far.

Production areas occupy 20000+ m2. Machinery 
fleet includes about 300 units, 50 of them are CNC 
ma chines.

All products and materials undergo acceptance tests 
in in-house DT and NDT testing laboratories. This 
ensures production of reliable products competitive 
with recognized world leaders.

High level of production is confirmed by QMS cer-
tificates:
• GOST R ISO/TU 9001-2015 (ISO 9001:2015),
• GOST R ISO 14001-2015 (ISO 14001:2015),
• GOST R 54934-2012 (OHSAS 18001:2007),
• GOST R ISO/TU 29001-2007 (ISO/TS 29001:2010).

Manufactured products comply with the Customs 
Union Technical Regulations No. 10, 12, and 32, 
have licenses for design and production for nuclear 
plants, comply with the requirements of the Russian 
Maritime Register of Shipping.

post office box 5, Moscow, 109457, Russia
+7 (495) 788-68-21
info@klapan.ru
www.klapan.ru

LGA PSC, LLC
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Oduvanchik Ltd is a manufacturer and supplier of 
fuel additives and petrochemicals. Our company 
was founded in 2010 and has established itself as a 
reliable partner, supplying its products for the needs 
of petrochemical enterprises around the world.

Oduvanchik Ltd provides complex solutions in the 
development of fuel formulas and fuel additives 
based on the technical specifications of the client. 
All formulas are the result of the fruitful work of our 
own high-tech petrochemical laboratories.

Today, Oduvanchik Ltd is the largest distributor of 
N-methylaniline (octane-boosting additive) in Rus-
sian Federation, as well as a manufacturer of addi-
tives for diesel fuel, fuel oil (masut) and oil individu-
ally for the customer’s product requirements.

From the list of our products, we can also suggest:

1. Depressor-dispersant additives for diesel fuels;

2. Depressant additives for fuel oil;

3. Anti-wear (lubricating) additive for low-sulfur 
fuels;

4. Additive package, including lubricating, cetane 
improving, antistatic and depressant-dispersing (se-
lected on the basis of technical specifications of the 
customer).

Russian Federation, 656056, Barnaul, 
Bavarin square, 2  

+7 (3852) 203-173
+7 (983) 601-73-52
info@odvn.ru; chas@odvn.ru  
oduvanchik-him.ru; oduvanchik-him.ru/en 

ODUVANCHIK, LTD
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PJSC ROSNEFT OIL COMPANY

ROSNEFT — RUSSIA’S LEADING OIL COMPANY
Rosneft Oil Company is the leader of the Russian oil sector and 
world’s largest public oil and gas corporation. Rosneft is a global 
energy company with major assets in Russia and a diversified port-
folio in promising regions of the international oil and gas business.

Rosneft is driven by rational development of natural resources, it 
is implementing major oil and gas production projects, upgrading 
its production and refining capacities in order to mitigate the envi-
ronmental impact and to manufacture modern eco-friendly fuels.

Rosneft was established almost from scratch more than twenty 
years ago. Upon the results of the large-scale work done over the 
past years, the Russian company has entered the top ten global en-
ergy leaders, has become the world’s largest producer and holder 
of the reserves among all public companies in the world, and the 
biggest taxpayer of the Russian Federation.

• After twenty years, the oil production of the company increased 
19 times from 12.5 to 230 million tons, gas production – by 10 
times – up to 67 billion cubic meters. Today Rosneft provides 41% 
of all the oil produced in Russia and 6% of the world oil production. 
Rosneft accounts for 35% of hydrocarbon production growth in 
Russia.

• Since 1999, the Company has put on stream 17 new major fields 
with total reserves of ca. 3 billion toe investing more than 1.5 tril-
lion rubles.

• The share of Rosneft’s motor fuel production in the country’s to-
tal production increased from 3% in 1999 to 38% in 2018.

• From 1999 to 2018, the share of Rosneft in the federal budget 
revenues increased from 8 billion to a record 4 trillion rubles, i.e. 
almost 500 times. In 20 years, Rosneft has provided 90% of all the 
state privatization revenues from the oil industry.

26/1, Sofiyskaya Embankment, 
117997, Moscow, Russian Federation

+7 (499) 517-88-99;  
+7 (499) 517-88-88

rosneft_official

postman@rosneft.ru

www.rosneft.com

VIETNAM ENTITY:

ROSNEFT VIETNAM B.V.

ADDRESS: Villa A15, APSC 
Compound, 36 Thao Dien Street, 
District 2, HCM City, Vietnam

TELEPHONE:  
+84 (28) 38 999 375

FAX: +84 (28) 38 999 391
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RESPONSIBLE CORPORATE
Rosneft is an example of corporate responsibility 
towards the state and its citizens. Rosneft enter-
prises employ 340,000 people. About 700,000 con-
tractors’ employees are involved in the Company’s 
projects, and more than 3 million people produce 
technological equipment and provide technologi-
cal services to the Company.

Being the heart of the Russian economy, the Com-
pany ensures the basic needs of the country in gas-
oline, diesel fuel, jet fuel, all kinds of oils, bitumen 
and asphalt, bunker fuel, fuel oil, LPG, petrochem-
ical products, polymeric materials.

In 2018, Rosneft not only maintained its global 
leadership among public oil companies in terms of 
oil and liquid hydrocarbons production, but also 
set new benchmarks in the industry.

2018 IMPRESSIVE NUMBERS
• The Company produced a record 285.5 million 
toe of hydrocarbons in 2018, up 1.3% in 2017

• Rosneft is one of the technological leaders in the in-
dustry: in terms of the daily drilling footage – 56,700 
meters per day and in terms of the number of wells 
commissioned (3,400 new wells in 2018, 48% of which 
are horizontal).

• As a result of exploration, the Company discovered 
230 new deposits and 23 new fields with total reserves 
of 250 million toe.

• The cost of Rosneft production is the lowest among 
all public companies in the world reaching 3.1 dollars 
per b.o.e.

• Rosneft continued to actively invest in the devel-
opment of its own refineries, the total investment is 
about 1.4 trillion rubles, of which more than 60% has 
already been financed. 

• At the end of the year, the Company’s oil refining 
throughput increased by 2% to 115 million tons.

• Rosneft provides price stability and reliable sup-
ply of oil products to the Russian domestic market 
with a share of more than 40% of all supplies.

• Rosneft reported strong financial results in 2018 – 
revenue increased by 37% to a record 8.2 trillion ru-
bles, operating profit before depreciation increased 
by 49% to 2.1 trillion rubles.

ENVIRONMENTAL FRIENDLY
The Company pays a lot of attention to the corporate 
environmental responsibility. The Rosneft-2022 strat-
egy provides for the achievement of leading positions 
in the field of minimizing the environmental foot-
print and eco-friendly production.

By the end of 2022, Rosneft intends to enter the first 
quartile of international oil and gas companies in 
terms of industrial safety, labor protection and the en-
vironment. The development of environmental pro-
grams increases the investment attractiveness of the 
Company and is an important indicator for investors.

BUSINESS IN VIETNAM
Rosneft Vietnam B.V. is part of the Rosneft Group. 
Rosneft is now the Operator of Block 06.1 produc-
ing natural gas and condensate; investor in the 
Nam Con Son Pipeline; and Operator of Block 
05-3/11 exploring hydrocarbons offshore south of 
Vietnam.

Gas production from Block 06.1 where Rosneft 
Vietnam holds 35% equities started in November 
2002 and has supplied over 60 billion cubic metres 
of gas to fuel electricity generation in Vietnam. 

The 400-km two-phase offshore and onshore Nam 
Con Son Pipeline, where Rosneft Vietnam has 32.67% 
stake, is transporting and processing around 6 billion 
cubic metres of gas annually to supply fuel for power 
generation and fertilizer production in Phu My and 
Nhon Trach Industrial Complex. 

The company’s top priorities are to provide safe and 
reliable gas supply to Vietnam’s energy industry by 
maintaining and further enhancing efficiency of 
operations and keeping safety its first priority. So 
far, the company has achieved in excess of 17 years 
of safe operations.

With a strong foundation in operations, technology 
excellence, people and capability, Rosneft Vietnam 
is also exploring growth opportunities in Vietnam 
and expanding cooperation with the Vietnam Na-
tional Oil and Gas Group.

In all of our operations, the company’s values are 
to do business without endangering life or the en-
vironment and with no accidents.
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Russia, 119019, Moscow 
Novy Arbat Street 21, p/o box 48

+7 (495) 363-09-75
vtr@dumaexpert.ru; slv919@mail.ru
www.vtr.dumaexpert.ru; www.ruviet.com

HIGH-TECH IN RUSSIA: STRATEGY FOR DEVELOPMENT AND 
EXPORT POTENTIAL, INFORMATION AND PUBLISHING PROJECT

The information and analytics publication with the 
title of ‘High-tech in Russia: Strategy for Develop-
ment and Export Potential’ is dedicated to topi-
cal issues of national high-tech development and 
strengthening of export potential of Russia’s innova-
tions-based economy.

The project, which assists in development and 
implementation of efficient state policy in the 
above-mentioned areas, has been in implementa-
tion since 2018 with support from the State Duma 
Committee on International Affairs, with wide par-
ticipation of heads of federal bodies of state power, 
institutions and organizations representing innova-
tions-and-technological and export infrastructure, 
heads of constituent entities of the Russian Feder-
ation, representatives of high-tech business, educa-
tional institutions, scientific-and-expert groups, and 
their foreign partners in areas of scientific and tech-
nological cooperation.

The annual book-size publication considers the 
topics of implementation of strategy for scientif-
ic-and-technological development of Russia, forma-
tion of high-tech markets, perfection of state sup-
port for innovations-based entrepreneurship and 
its export capabilities, development and export of 
advanced technologies in certain spheres of econo-
my and regions, widening of scientific-and-techno-
logical cooperation with countries of South-Eastern 
Asia and other world regions.
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Moscow Automobile and Road Construction State 
Technical University (MADI) was founded in 1930. 
Now MADI is one of the largest technical universi-
ties in Russia, the leading research and educational 
center for training and fundamental / applied in-
vestigations in various fields: road, bridges, airports 
and transport infrastructure construction; design, 
operation and service of transport (civil and mili-
tary); automotive vehicles; advanced transport sys-
tems; economics and management in transport and 
construction, automated systems of management, 
traffic safety and management. The basic research is 
performed in: Innovative ultrasound technologies 
and equipment; Nanotechnologies for extra strong 
coating of cutting tool; Protection of bridge con-
structions from corrosion; Development of warning 
signals imaging methods with smart materials use; 
Development of self-restoring materials for machine 
manufacture and repair; Glue welding and glue riv-
etting in machine manufacture and repair.

MADI faculty members include more than 140 doc-
tors of science, 500 full and associate professors, who 
teach more than 16000 undergraduate, graduate and 
postgraduate students. MADI Preparatory Faculty 
for foreign students is one of the oldest departments 
for pre-university training in Russia established in 
1960. Since 1960 about 13,000 foreign students stud-
ied Russian language and graduated from our Pre-
paratory Faculty.

Among MADI’s alumni there are government officials 
and researchers, businessmen and university profes-
sors of many countries. For its contribution to training 
of qualified specialists MADI was awarded Medal of 
Friendship of Vietnam (1988) and Laos (2015). MADI 
has scientific and educational cooperation programs 
with many universities over the world.

Russian Federation, 125319, Moscow
64, Leningradsky prospekt

+7 (499) 151-05-81, +7 (499) 155-03-11
+7 (499) 346-01-68
info@madi.ru; interdep@madi.ru
www.madi.ru

MOSCOW AUTOMOBILE  
AND ROAD CONSTRUCTION  
STATE TECHNICAL  
UNIVERSITY (MADI)
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Russian Federation, 680000, Khabarovsk krai, 
Khabarovsk, Panfilovtsev St., 25, of.16

+7-924-208-45-46
+7-924-206-62-66
+7-909-800-48-48
yourcitycompany@mail.ru
yourcitycompany.ru

Our company produces small architectur-
al forms (children’s and sports grounds 
(for fulfilling the TRP standards) also urns, 
benches in Khabarovsk from 2013. Over 5 
years, more than 4726 units of various MAFs 
were installed and 276 objects were installed 

“turn-key” throughout the region. 

Our company is a certified manufacturer 
of children’s and sports grounds (including 
mandatory certification).

Our advantages:
• We make design projects and projects: 
We make design projects and “turn-key” 
projects with considering your budget and 
other restrictions, calculate the cost of deliv-
ery and installation of equipment, prepare a 
commercial proposal and provide you with 
all the necessary information.

• Quality assurance.
We use high quality and durable materials 
with a long service life and are responsible 
for their quality. Thats why, we offer a  war-
ranty on our products.
• Plastic panels.
They have high wear resistance, are able to 
withstand temperature extremes from -50 + 
50 ° C, which allows you to maintain their 
original appearance for a long time.
• Wood details.
All wooden parts are made of hardwood. 
They do not need additional treatment from 
rot, they are moisture resistant, are covered 
with fire protection and varnish or enamels.

• Steel elements.
All metal parts are made of Russian-made 
steel, primed and dyed with a polymer-pow-
der technique. All pipe edges are machined 
to give a smooth surface.

ESITI, LLC
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1. Main line Industrial Filter NEPTUN FM-B06 

2. Magnetic water converter NEPTUN MM-В08 

3. Drinking Water Station NEPTUN FMS-A01  

Development and implementation of Russian inno-
vative water technologies in industry, construction, 
agriculture, energy, oil and gas industry, providing 
cities with healthy drinking water.

Manufacture of equipment for industrial water 
treatment systems.

Main products:
• industrial mains filters, magnetic water converter, 

UV water plants, mobile water treatment plants.

Application:
• boiler plants
• heat power engineering
• food industry
• oil industry
• chemical industry
• water treatment in apartment buildings and villas 

settlements
• water treatment in reservoirs and pools.

Russia, 127495, Moscow city 
3 Bldg, Dolgoprudnenskoe shosse

+7 (465) 665-22-60
+7 (966) 036-62-88
sale@neptunfilter.com
neptunfilter.com     
 

RUSTECHNOBUSINESS, LTD
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Open Joint-Stock Company “Elecond”  
is a  leading Russian manufacturer of 
aluminum, tantalum capacitors, and 
supercapacitors (EDLC).

The enterprise has modern technological and 
production basis, special technologies and 
technical solutions, its own in-house design 
and highly qualified specialists.

OJSC “ELECOND” has the whole cycle  
of aluminum capacitors production including 
capacitor foil production and the whole 
cycle of tantalum capacitors production. 
Guaranteed high quality of capacitors of 
OJSC  “Elecond” is provided by more than 
50 years of experience and confirmed by 
European quality certificates, including 
RoHS (CE).

Russian Federation, 427968, Udmurt Republic,  
Sarapul, 3, Kalinin str.
+7-34147-42753
+7-34147-42501
elecond@elcudm.ru 
www.elecond.ru

OJSC “ELECOND”
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Russia, 121352, Moscow, Davydkovskaya str. 3
+7-495-204-9-204
+7-919-106-52-24
sales@rdp.ru
www.rdp.ru

RDP.RU
RDP.RU — russian vendor of innovative tel-
ecommunication equipment. In portfolio RDP.
RU there are several solutions for Telecom oper-
ators and Internet Service Providers:

EcoSGE is a universal service platform (Ser-
vice Gateway Engine): CG-NAT, BRAS, 
URL-Filter, DPI and QoE solutions in one 
platform. 

• CG-NAT: supports different types of NAT 
simultaneously: CG-NAT/PAT, Basic NAT, 
a static stream of 1:1;

• DPI: deep packet inspection solutions for 
any kind of traffic;

• Quality of Experience: subscribers pref-
erences and intention monitoring, visited 
URLs, including competitor’s websites, 
devices used by subscribers, clickstream 
statistics, create targeted offers;

• BRAS: Services Gateway to limit the speed 
of access to subscribers, disable non-payers 
with forwarding to the portal (page “it’s 
time to pay”) etc;

• URL-Filtering: subscribers filtering on 
the list of prohibited resources, providing 
“children Internet” services, etc.

It is possible to purchase any set of functions, 

for example, CG-NAT + BRAS / CG-NAT + 
BRAS + DPI, etc. 

All platforms are able to operate at wire speed - 
for packages with an average length of 480 bytes 
or more.

The EcoSGE solution is a transparent L2 
bridge. Only non-tagged frames are pro-
cessed. Frames tagged with 802.1 Q are 
passed transparently. All 10G ports for sub-
scriber traffic are divided into pairs: Inside 
(LAN) and Outside (WAN). Each pair of 
LAN+WAN ports is a pseudo-wire: packets 
that come to LAN-1 are transmitted to WAN-
1, those that come to WAN-3 are transmit-
ted to LAN – 3 and so on. There is no packet 
transfer between different pairs.
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LLC Company “SAKHA TAAS-Yakutia” is:

• Exclusive jewelry;
• Pictures of crumbs of precious and semi-

precious stones; 
• Souvenir products; 
• The company was founded in May 1994.

Unique jewelry from rare natural gems from 
Yakutia and the world, as well as fur sou-
venirs and carved miniatures from mam-
moth bones, have their own unique design 
and are recognized both at the Russian and 
at the international level. “SAKHA TAAS” 
worthily represents many of the exhibitions 

of stone-cutting and jewelry art presented 
in Russia. The entire production process is 
carried out manually, which requires special 
skills, artistic literacy, and individual crea-
tive approach to every manufactured product 
starting with selection of materials. Profes-
sionalism of company employees, mutually 
beneficial working conditions, a wide range 
and tight quality control of manufactured 
products are the main factors that attract many 
organizations and companies to cooperate. 
Unique synthesis of ancient artistic traditions 
and modern art makes our products distinctive 
in beauty and style. SAKHA TAAS LLC.

Russia, 678960, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia),  
Neryungri, Karl Marx str., 6/1

+7-41147-6-11-19
+7-916-649-21-88
+7-911-097-22-38
Sakha_stone@mail.ru
www.sakhataas.ru

SAKHA TAAS-YAKUTIA, LLC
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SEMENOV ART 
MANUFACTORY, LTD

Russian Federation, 606650, Nizhniy Novgorod region,  
Semenov, 1 Chernyshevskogo street
8-831-625-66-94, 8-909-287-59-50
denis.srosp@mail.ru
www.srosp.com

1. The process of turning

2. The process of painting

3. Semenov’s matryoshka doll

4. Interior matryoshka, designed by Japanes designer Kaoya-san

Semenov art manufactory, LTD was founded in 1932. 
The manufactory located in Semenov town, Nizhniy 
Novgorod region. It is one of the oldest art manufac-
tories producing matryoshka.

The most famous matryoshka with yellow shawl and 
red dress and roses on the apron, recognizable all 
over the world as symbol of Russia, was born at Se-
menov art manufactory.

The manufactory keeps traditional technologies of 
wood treatment and painting. All goods are made 
by hand form the first to the last step. We use safe 
materials only and all our products are certified.

We cooperate with many countries including Ger-
many, Finland, Great Britain, Japan, UAE, Canada 
and other.

Working with us could be interesting for our part-
ners because:

• we are reliable supplier that is able to realize all 
demands of partners;

• we have our own design department to create and 
realize the unique models;

• all kind of our products are made of safe materials;
• we have competitive price with highest quali-

ty, profitable work conditions and short delivery 
terms.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Russia, 625053, Tyumen, promzona TEZ-2
+7 (800) 707-50-43
+7 (3452) 26-28-96
+7 (3452) 54-30-10
aerosoli@yandex.ru
www.aerosol72.ru 

srosp1932

TYUMEN AEROSOLS, LTD
“Tyumen aerosols” LTD specializes in the 
production of high quality aerosol products: 
self-defense weapons (the so-called “pep-
per sprays”) “Control-UM“, Professional 
repellents “Deta-prof” and “Breeze-anti-
mite”, Gun Oil “Taiga”, weapon cleaner/de-

greaser “ROBIN GOOD“, Means of human 
protection  —  repellant of large aggressive 
animals (bears, wolves, dogs and etc.) “CON-
TROL-AS“, Oxygen cans “Air-Active”, Ther-
mal water “Givana” and more.
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1. Art shipment from Moscow to Harbin, China

2. Packing and shipping food products to Vietnam

3. Oversized cargo shipment to Latin America 

FWD is a leading Russian freight forwarding com-
pany based on the principles of operational excel-
lence. FWD provides individual solutions of com-
plex forwarding tasks to its clients with the use of 
very modern methods and technologies.The range of 
services we provide covers the full scope of freight 
forwarding services, including:
• Air Freight
• Sea Freight
• Inland Haulage
• Railway Freight
• Customs Clearance (also using our trading com-

pany in order to carry out EXW/DDP shipments)
• Oversized Cargo Handling
• Insurance
• Cold Chain Services
• Aircraft Chartering

Our clients’ requirements are the key factor for 
building the strategic profile of our company. We 
keep your needs in mind and aim at constant opti-
mization of our services. Our key goal is learning the 
unique set of each customer’s objectives and provid-
ing the most efficient solutions. 

We strive to provide each and every client with best 
service possible.

Members of WCA, WWPC, JC Trans and Americas 
Alliance networks.

Russia, 117105, Moscow,  
Novodanilovskaya nab., 4A/1

+7-495-777-09-91
info@fwd.ru
www.fwd.ru     
 

FWD LLC

1.

2.

3.
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PERM SCIENTIFIC- 
INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENT 
MAKING COMPANY (PNPPK) 

Russia, 614990, Perm region,  
Perm, 25 th October St., 106  

+7 (342) 240-09-09
+7 (342) 240-05-12
root@pnppk.ru
pnppk.ru     
 

Gyrocompass PGM-C-010 Attitude-Heading Reference System PGM-V-024

Company is one of the leading Russian 
manufacturers and suppliers of navigation 
equipment for sea-going and river vessels: gy-
rocompasses on DTGs for trade fleet and hy-
drographic survey, navigation systems on fib-
er-optic gyroscopes, wide range of periphery 
units (repeaters, course recorders, peloruses, 
etc.).

Outside of Russia, the units are supplied to 
England, the Netherlands, Norway, Vietnam, 
Singapore, Turkey and other countries. 

Company products are type approved by 
Russian Maritime Register of Shipping, Rus-
sian River Register of Shipping and DNV-GL.

Together with its subsidiary “PNPPK-Marine 
Electronics” Company provides the whole 

range of services including fitting-out of new 
built ships and retrofit of out-of-date naviga-
tion, electrical, fish-finding and automation 
equipment, starting from design work up to 
mooring and running trials.

PNPPK is a developed research and produc-
tion platform in fiber-optics and photon-
ics. Together with daughter companies, it 
has formed a fiber optic cluster “Photonics” 
where in addition to optical components, 
FOGs, AHRS and INS, different types of fib-
er cables for communication are produced 
as well as fiber optic sensors for structural 
health monitoring of various objects: vessel 
hull, gas and oil pipelines, compressor plants, 
tunnels, mines.
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PROMAVTO GROUP is one of the largest 
and most equipped van manufacturers in 
Russia.

For more than 17 years of operation, we have 
produced more than 16,000 vans of very dif-
ferent purposes for enterprises in Russia, Ka-
zakhstan, Belarus, Uzbekistan, the African 
Republics, Cuba.

We produce bus trucks, mobile workshops, 
laboratories, rescue vehicles, accommoda-
tion modules and much more under the 
trademark «PROMAVTO», insulated bod-
ies, refrigerators, car lifts, BDF bodies, car-
cass-carriers and other commercial vehicles 
under the brand “Pelican van”.

Consumers of our products are:

• Monopolies: «Rosseti», «GAZPROM», 
«Transneft», «RZD»;

• Utilities: Nizhny Novgorod, Kazan, Sa-
mara, Omsk, Tomsk, Orenburg and other 
water utilities;

• producers, distributors of food products: 
«Miratorg», «4 sezona» («Icebeat»), «Tsarit-
syno», «Cherkizovo», «Pivdom», «Slad-
kaya zhizn», «Natsional’naya fruktovaya 
kompaniya»;

• network retailers: «X5 Retail Group N.V.», 
«Magnit», «Monetka», «Spar»;

• postal and transport companies: «Russian 
Post», «Delovye Linii», «Pony Express».

Russian Federation, 603107, 
Nizhny Novgorod, Zaovrazhnaya, 7a

+7 800 100 09 35
info@promavto.net
promavto.net     
 

PROMAVTO GROUP, LLC
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Russia, 420139, Kazan, P.B. 088 
+7-9196-433-007
+7-843-269-2528
ahmadullins@gmail.com
www.ahmadullins.com    
  

R&D Center performs development and im-
plementation of technologies for treatment 
from sulfur compounds:

1) DEMERUS  —  Mercaptans removal from 
hydrocarbon feedstocks;
2) LOCOS  —  Treatment of sulfur alkaline 
wastes, process condensate and produced 
waters;
3) DeCOS — Treatment of hydrocarbon gases 
from carbonyl sulfide;
4) H2S  —  Treatment of hydrocarbon gases 
from hydrogen sulfide.
R&D Center has developed and patented for 
the above processes heterogeneous KSM-X 
catalyst, which has a high activity of mer-

captans, mercaptides and inorganic sulfides 
oxidation, resistance to catalytic poisons, and 
high thermal stability. Guaranteed service 
life of the catalyst is 8 years. 

Main Services:
• Development of Basic Design Projects and 

provision of Licenses for the construction 
of new and revamp of existing units;

• Manufacturing, delivery and loading 
of KSM-X catalyst;

• Supervision of design, commissioning and 
start-up procedures;

• Personnel training.

R&D AHMADULLINS — 
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
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Russia, 420021, Tatarstan, G.Tukaya 152
+7 ( 8 4 3 )  2 7 7 - 3 0 -13     
vandp@yandex.ru
vvww.nefco.ru   

NEFIS COSMETICS, JSC
«JSC «Nefis Cosmetics» is one of the largest manu-
facturers of household chemicals and cosmetics in 
Russia.  History of the enterprise totals more than 
160 years that allowed us to accumulate valuable 
experience in production on the present qualitative 
production, observing century traditions. 

our company is one of the largest manufacturers of 
household chemicals and cosmetics in Russia. His-
tory of the enterprise totals more than 160 years 
that allowed us to accumulate valuable experience 
in production on the present qualitative production, 
observing century traditions. our company is one of 
the largest manufacturers of household chemicals 
and cosmetics in Russia.  History of the enterprise 
totals more than 160 years that allowed us to ac-
cumulate valuable experience in production on the 
present qualitative production, observing century 
traditions. We released the first washing powder in 
1957, and toilet soap in 1890. By 1900, the company 
already employed more than two thousand people.

 Today the company owns such well-known brands 
and trademarks as: «AOS», «BiMax», «Sorti», «Bio-
lan», «I was born» and others. The full cycle of pro-
duction, including the production of its own pack-
aging, is organized at the facilities of the enterprise. 
In total more than 300 names of production which is 
delivered to many countries of the world including 
China are issued.

 Currently, JSC «Nefis cosmetics» occupies a lead-
ing position in all key segments of the household 
chemicals market. At the end of 2018, the company 
occupies the second position in the Russian market 
of dishwashing detergents and washing powders and 
powdered cleaning products.

1.

2.

3.
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The staff of ZAO “Polymer-Compound” has been in-
volved for more than 20 years into development and 
production of compounds meeting both current and 
promising requirements of the industry.The compa-
ny produces polymer materials, such as:

• Sewed with silanols polyethylene for power cable 
insulation; 

• Sooty dyes;
• Materials with lower combustibility and stepped 

down smoke opacity for cabling, electro-technical 
industries and for appliances and building materi-
al production; 

• Dynamically sewed thermoplastic elastomers 
combining rubber elastic properties and thermo-
plast processability for cabling, automotive, build-
ing and other industries;

• Materials for oil cable insulation and sheath with 
higher operation temperature;

• Adhesively-active materials and protective coat-
ings for mains with improved performance;

• Electroconductive materials for minerals and 
building industries and electrotechnical items;

• PVC-based thermoplastic elastomers for cabling 
industry;

• Highly filled polymeric materials for cabling and 
building industries and for items of general tech-
nical purpose.

The production capacity is 25 thousand tons of com-
posite materials per year. Production has extrusion 
lines of various capacities and purposes. All production 
lines are equipped with continuous weighing systems 
for components, filling lines and peripheral equipment.

The Company’s policy is aimed at the development 
of polymer compositions, the technical characteris-
tics of which will correspond or exceed foreign ana-
logues, and the compositions themselves were com-
petitive for consumers.

Russia, 634040, Tomsk Oblast, Tomsk 
Tomsk Oblast, Tomsk, Vysotskogo Vladimira Street, 8
+7(3822)64-53-19, +7(3822)64-43-55 
+7(3822)64-42-09
delo@mail.tomsknet.ru
poly-comp.ru

ZAO “NPK “POLYMER- 
COMPOUND”
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BIPRON LLC

Russia, 141591, Moscow region, 26,  
Berezhki village

+7(495)988-19-16
+7(916)988-50-00
sales@bipron.com
bipron.com     
 

Горизонтальное расположение (вариант)

Bipron
Protection is ON

Bipron
Protection is ON

www.bipron.com

www.bipron.com

TM

TM

1. Bipron-V set (vertical)

2. Bipron-H set (horisontal)

3. Earthing Enhancing compound “MAG-2000” 

Produce earthing material and lightning protec-
tion device professionally, the product line include 
Innovative Ion electrolytic earthing rod, Cathodic 
protection, Earthing Enhancing Compound, air ter-
minal rod for Lightening protection and all kind of 
clamp ect. We provide all kinds of earthing product 
and solution to customer. The product were installed 
on all kinds of powder plant, petro-chemical plant, 
railway, weather station, communication station, 
computer room, intelligent building, anodize pro-
tection building ect. Lightening and surge protec-
tion. Earthing Enhancing Compound «MAG-2000» 
with “Smart Gel” system, is high conductivity mate-
rial, which is designed to lower earth (ground) sys-
tem resistance and improve grounding effectiveness 
in high resistivity soil conditions. MAG-2000 can be 
used in sites installed in areas with poor soil conduc-
tivity (such as rocky ground and sandy soil), or on 
sites where ground rod electrodes cannot be driven 
to the desired depth. MAG-2000 is also used when 
limited space makes achieving the required ground 
electrode resistance impossible with conventional 
methods. The effectiveness of MAG-2000 is con-
firmed by the stability of the grounding systems.The 
electrolytic grounding rod is the latest grounding 
design ,which reduce the resistance with ion release 
effect. The available material including,copperbond-
ed steel and stainless steel. Perfect work in a wide 
range of outside temperature: from +60C to -60C. 

3.

2.

1.
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Boiler Pipeline elements

We design, manufacture and deliver the fol-
lowing products:

• Steam boilers, capacity of 25 to 200 tons 
per hour, and hot-water boilers, capacity of 
30 to 210 MW.

• Steam boilers, capacity 10 to 30 tons per 
hour, for heat and electric power genera-
tion while firing biofuels (sunflower husk, 
poultry droppings, wood waste etc.).

• Waste-heat boilers; process recovery boilers

• Assembly units and pipeline components. 
• Spare parts for boilers made in Russia and 

abroad. 
Production process takes place in five work-
shops equipped with advanced high-per-
formance equipment. Quality management 
system is certified according to GOST ISO 
9001-2015. The plant has international 
certificates for design and production of 
equipment. 

Russia, 309850, Belgorod Region, Alekseevsky district,  
Alekseevka, 35 Proizvodstvennaya St.  

+7 (4722) 207-023
+7 (4722) 207-035
info@oaozko.ru
www.oaozko.ru

STOCK COMPANY  
BOILER EQUIPMENT PLANT  
(SC ZKO)  
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Russia, 630015, Novosibirsk,  
Elektrozavodskaya-2, build. 6  

+7 (383) 325-33-17 
nio_bolid@mail.ru
pnpbolid.com

Bolid LLC was established in 1991 on the basis of the 
laboratory of composite resistive materials at the Sibe-
rian Research Institute of Power Engineering. Industri-
al and office premises occupy more than 3500 m2.

Bolid LLC manufactures power equipment based on 
the ECOM conductive composite material, which is 
developed by Bolid specialists. Production includes:
• neutral grounding resistors for 6–35 kV electrical 

networks;
• resistor units for limitation of single-phase short 

circuit currents in 110–500 kV networks;
• modular load banks;
• heating devices for industrial premises and hydro 

facilities;
• radar absorbent materials and production tech-

nologies.

Bolid LLC has proper equipment, experience and 
methodology for performing technical and scientific 
research, such as:
• calculations of single phase-to-ground fault cur-

rents and short circuit currents;
• experimental investigations in 6–110 kV networks 

with high-frequency transients recording using 
digital oscilloscopes and voltage dividers;

• simulation of electromagnetic transients in 6–500 
kV networks using special software (MAES, 
MATLAB Simulink, EMTP);

• choice of parameters for protective equipment and 
resistors for 6–500 kV networks;

• consulting and training on cable line diagnostics 
for 6-35 kV electrical networks.

BOLID, LLC
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Russia, 215010, Smolensk region,  
st. Krasnoarmeyskaya, house 86, building 1
8-800-707-15-77, 8-4812-33-99-98
8-48135-3-46-63
mail@ic-el.ru
ic-el.ru 

LLC “ENGINEERING CENTER 
“ELEKTROLUCH”

Limited Liability Company Engineering Center 
ELECTROLUCH is a Russian developer and man-
ufacturer of special lighting and lighting equipment. 
The enterprise was established in 1977 as the Gaga-
rinsky branch of the Special Design and Technolo-
gy Bureau of Lighting and Light-Signaling Devices 
(GF SKTB SSP). In 1997, it was transformed into the 
Closed Joint-Stock Company Engineering Center 
ELECTROLUCH (ZAO Engineering Center ELEC-
TROLUCH). In 2017, on the basis of an extraordi-
nary general meeting of shareholders of CJSC En-
gineering Center ELEKTROLUCH, a decision was 
made to reorganize the legal entity CJSC Engineer-
ing Center ELEKTROLUCH into a limited liability 
company Engineering Center ELEKTROLUCH.

Currently, it is one of the leaders in the market for the 
production of lighting fixtures for special purposes.

Our company has productive capacities, technolog-
ical and testing equipment that allows us to produce 
products of our own production, with a complete 
technological cycle.

We have a design department that designs and ac-
companies the production of products of any com-
plexity. The department is actively working to mod-
ernize its products in order to improve performance.

Our production facilities include: metalworking, 
foundry-press, welding, galvanic, paint and varnish 
and testing equipment.

The test base allows you to test the products in full 
(lighting parameters, pneumatic testing, heat resist-
ance, moisture resistance, mechanical strength).
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Russian Federation, 353823, Krasnodar region,  
1, Severnaya Str., Maryanskaya village
+7 (861) 255 05 55 
+7 (86165) 96 9 78 
office@gazteh.ru
www.gazteh.ru     
 

OUR HISTORY
Founded in 1999, GAZTEHNIKA LLC 
started its growth with production of metal 
constructions. In 2003 GAZTEHNIKA LLC 
moved towards manufacturing of containers, 
designed for diesel generator sets. Nowadays 
we offer to our clients’ wide range of diesel 
generators from 7 kVA up to 2500 kVA. GAZ-
TEHNIKA LLC complies with all European 
regulations, ISO 9001 quality and environ-
mental manufacturing process management 
standards. 

GAZTEHNIKA LLC produces:
• Canopies for diesel generator sets from 8 to 

1200 kVA, including a range of anti-vandal 
canopies

• Diesel gensets from 8 kVA up to 2500 kVA 
(Trade mark ERGA) power by Deutz, Ive-
co, Kohler, Lombardini, Volvo Penta, Mit-
subishi MTEE, MTU, Perkins, Cummins, 
KAMAZ engines.

• Gasoil and diesel portable power stations 
from 2 up to 12 kVA kVA (Trade mark 
ERGA) power by Honda, Mitsubishi 
MTEE, B&S, Lombardini, Kohler.

• Containers for diesel gensets (Trade mark 
ERGA)

• Quickly constructed /pre-fabricated con-
tainers for rescue and military corps

• Hybrid diesel gensets
• Containers for storage spaces

• Containers tailored to specific needs of 
client

• Metal constructions for wide range of ap-
plications

• Coating of metal products with the use of 
spray powder

Our gensets (Trade mark ERGA) have its 
own and unique canopy design (more than 15 
years in the market) with a high level of flex-
ibility for a wide range of applications. Years 
of experience allow GAZTEHNIKA LLC to 
distribute gensets with guaranteed technical 
features among wide range of regions such as 
Europe, Africa, Eastern Asia, CIS countries 
and Russia. 

GAZTEHNIKA LLC
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Inter RAO — Engineering is focused on construc-
tion project management and engineering servic-
es in electric power industry of Russia and world-
wide. Inter RAO — Engineering is a member of 
 Inter RAO Group.

We offer a full range of project delivery services in 
energy construction, including EPC/EPCM project 
management, design of power generation facilities, 
as well as sales of core and auxiliary equipment.

Inter RAO — Engineering has a proven track re-
cord of successful construction and rehabilitation 
of energy facilities with combined power genera-
tion capacity of 7.6 GW. We successfully delivered 
23 projects and have 3 more projects in our backlog, 
including the construction of about 505 MW of new 
power generation and reconstruction of existing in 
Russia and Bangladesh.

Inter RAO — Engineering manages core assets of 
Inter RAO Group and its participation in joint ven-
tures with the leading Russian and international 
enterprises, including General Electric (joint pro-
duction of gas turbines) helping to deploy the latest 
and the most efficient technologies in the Russian 
electric power industry.

We have over 500 highly skilled energy construc-
tion and design professionals and a wide network of 
branch offices and representatives in Russia and oth-
er countries ensuring efficient project management.

Russia, 119435, Moscow,  
27, Bolshaya Pirogovskaya Street, bld. 4

+7 (495) 664-88-40
irao-e@interrao.ru
irao-engineering.ru/en   
   

INTER RAO — ENGINEERING LLC
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Project development and management, supply and maintenance of equipment for oil, gas and 
chemical industries. Exhibited are:

KOSMOS-NEFT-GAS 

180, 9 Yanvaria Str., Voronezh 394019,  
Russian Federation

+7 (473) 247-91-40
+7 (473) 247-91-00
novikova@kng.vrn.ru
www.kng.ru

1. Lightning Protector M-200 based on an upward leader 
initiation, designed of an active type lightning protector 
to screen welfare and industrial facilities against direct 
damaging by a lightning discharge. An internal elec-
tronic block which is a generator is charged with thun-
derstorm electric field energy and initiates an upward 
leader in advance of all other leaders of the facility being 
protected. Advantages

• Wider protection coverage as compared to conven-
tional lightning rods and active protectors by other 
producers.

• Our equipment does not require any external power 
sources for functioning.

• Purely Russian invention. 
 

2. Contactless Torque Meter designed to measure 
a torque and a power of rotating shafts in machines and 
mechanisms i.e. motors, reduction gears, vehicles, etc. 
The operating principle is strain-gauge to attain high ac-
curacy and efficiency. The design features of each unit 
are customer definable considering the measurement 
range, coupling dimensions, rotation frequency, work-
ing fluid, temperature, etc. 
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MOSKABELMET,  
GROUP OF COMPANIES
The Moskabelmet group of companies is 
the TOP-5 of Russian manufacturers. The 
enterprise is entrusted with the Ministry 
of Defense, Rosatom, the Metropolitan, 
Rostelecom, MTC, Megafon, Vympelcom, 
Beltelecom, Russian leaders in the energy, 
oil industries, industrial enterprises, lead-
ing transformer plants. GC Moskabelmet is 
the author of a number of innovative devel-
opments, including more than 40 patented 
models. The plants of the group of companies 

produce different types of power cables, fib-
er-optic communication cables, copper wire 
rod. The companies strictly follow the inter-
national and Russian standards and guaran-
tees the quality, reliability and safety of the 
products.

2, 2nd Kabelnaya Street, Moscow, Russia, 111024
+7 (495) 777-75-00
+7 (495) 109-09-88
pr@mkm.ru
www.mkm.ru
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RIP segregated phase busbars up to 
40,5kV & 7500A

MV Cast Resin busbars up to 24kV 
& 10000A

LV Cast Resin busducts up to 1,2kV 
& 6300A

Russia, 142505, Pavlovskiy Posad, Moscow region 
66A, Mishutinskoe highway

+7-49643-2-04-62
+7-812-340-01-55
+7-921-387-07-52
office@rtc-electro-m.ru
www.rtc-electro-m.com

RTC-ELECTRO-M LLC
RTC-ELECTRO-M is CIS leading producer 
of LV and MV cast resin busduct since 2009 
with experience in international projects 
around the world including Vietnam. 

With more than 70 km of bus-ducts installed 
both indoor/ outdoor in many projects with 
extremely harsh environments (as temper-
ature range -60 +55C, 100% humidity, sea 
salty climate). Our industrial solutions have 
proven to be advanced and reliable for cus-
tomers in power generation/ transmission & 
distribution grids/ industrial plants/ oil & 
gas /data centers/military projects. High pro-
tection degree, strong chemical resistance 
and ultra-high fire withstand ensure pref-
erence of our products as safety and reliable 

solution in many projets including nuclear 
power industry. All busbars made according 
IEC and GOST standard and type tested in 
KEMA/DEKRA. 

Main products:
• LV Cast Resin busducts up to 1,2kV  

& 6300A 
• LV RIP segregated phase busducts up  

to 1,2kV & 6500A
• LV metalclad busducts up to 1,2kV  

& 6300A
• MV RIP segregated phase busbars up  

to 40,5kV & 7000A
• MV Cast Resin busbars up to 24kV  

& 10000A
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SKB EP, LLC

Russia, 1960140, Saint Petersburg
Kokkolevskaya street, 1A
8 (812) 500-25-48 
skb@skbpribor.ru
skb@skbpribor.com 
www.skbep.com

SKB EP, LLC is an innovative enterprise founded in 
1991 in Russia.

We offer a wide range of test instruments for control 
and diagnostics of electrical switching equipment, 
such as high-voltage circuit breakers, transformers, 
generators, motors, etc. Our instruments are reli- 
able, highly accurate, user-friendly, and have CE cer-
tification. They provide fast and complex test result 
measurements.

Application of the instruments produced by our 
company makes it possible:
• to save time for high-voltage equipment diagnos-

tics and control;
• to simplify operation process;
• to reduce the costs of equipment repair.

Today we have more than 13,000 loyal customers  
in 15 countries. Our instruments are successfully 
applied in: 
• energy systems; 
• industrial enterprises; 
• railway systems.

Please visit our website to find more information 
about our company, instruments and provided ser-
vices: www.skbep.com
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Russia, 350072, Krasnodar,  
ul. Solnechnaya, d. 10, of. 48
(861) 274-23-59, 274-23-60
telecontrol@mail.ru
telecontrol.ru     
 

TELECONTROL LTD
LLC Telekontrol works at the market of telemechan-
ics in power since 2003. The company is a developer 
and manufacturer of telemechanics complex TELE-
KONTROL-2. 

The main scope of application of our equipment is 
the energy enterprises: generating enterprises, sub-
stations of various classes, district and city electric 
networks, housing and communal services in terms 
of lighting.

Telecontrol-2 telemechanics complex has a two-level 
structure.

The lower level is represented by the devices of the 
controlled points, including their components: I / o 
controllers, General purpose controllers, protection 
modules, etc. 

The upper level of the system is represented by the 
devices of the telemechanical control center, includ-
ing various server equipment and software (SCA-
DA-systems).
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1. The main building of “Plant of electrotechnical equipment”.

2. 110 kV gas insulated switchgear(GIS).

3. Current transformer, voltage transformer, gas insulated dead-tank 
circuit breaker.

4. Disconnectors of RG Series.

Russia, 182113, Pskov region,Velikie Luki,  
Oktyabrskaya avenue, 79
8-81153-6-38-87, 8-911-370-73-51
export@zeto.ru, davydenkova.e@zeto.ru
www.zeto.ru

CJSC “Plant of Electrotechnical Equipment” (CJSC 
“ZETO”) in Velikie Luki, is one of the leading en-
terprises of Russia on development and production 
of the high-voltage equipment and possesses more 
than half a century experience in the field of electro-
technical construction.

LLC “ZETO – GAS TECHNOLOGIES” is the sub-
sidiary of CJSC “ZETO”. The product range includes 
more than 400 titles and more than 10 thousand of 
versions of:
• SF6-gas insulated switchgear (GIS) 110 kV;
• Complete open and closed switchgear 35-220 kV;
• Disconnectors 10-750 kV;
• Gas-insulated dead-tank and live-tank circuit 

breaker 110-220 kV;
• Measuring current transformers 110-500 kV;
• Measuring current transformer with nitrogen iso-

lation 110 kV;
• Measuring transformers voltage 110-220 kV.

All equipment is being manufactured in accordance 
with GOST and IEC requirements. The quality man-
agement system, environmental management, oc-
cupational safety and health of the organization are 
certified in accordance with international standards 
ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015, QHSAS 18001:2007.

ZETO – GAS TECHNOLOGIES, 
LLC

1.

2.

3.

4.
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The Trading Company “Krasnaya Lini-
ya”  —  since 2003 is an authorized exporter 
of Russian cosmetics brands “Krasnaya Lin-
iya”, «Sensoterapia», «BodyBoom», “Special 
Series”, “Granny’s drugstore”, “WINX”, “Le 
Flirt Du Provence”, “VIKING”, “FARA”, 
“Impression” which is widely presented in the 
markets of CIS and Baltic countries, European, 
Arab, Persian and Asian countries. Our cos-
metics appreciated and loved by more than 270 
million people in 22 countries, such as Iran, Ka-
zakhstan, Armenia, Albania, Belarus, Estonia, 
Lithuania, Latvia, Moldova, Georgia, Mongo-
lia, Vietnam and other countries.

Advanced high-tech equipment, qualified 
personnel, straight control at all stages of 

production process, modern formulas and 
cooperation with best components suppli-
er  —  all this is provide excellent product 
quality meeting the highest national and in-
ternational standards (it is certified according 
state standards and ISO-, GMP-approved).

We are working hard to promote products on 
the markets of Serbia, Indonesia, Saudi Ara-
bia, Morocco. Our attention is involved in all 
the product categories and consumer groups: 
hair dye, conditioners, shampoos, shower 
gels, creams, liquid and thick soaps, depilato-
ries and shaving, cosmetics for the bath and 
sauna, face and body care; for women, for 
men, for children, multi-purpose products 
for all family, housekeeping products.

Russia, 143005,Moscow region,  
53C, Vokzalnaya street, Odintsovo

+7 (495) 981-92-00
ved@krasnaya.net
www.krasnaya.ru
www.faracolor.com

russkaya_kosmetika

TRADE COMPANY 
“KRASNAYA LINIYA”, LLC
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Masteritsa™ it is a reliable and high-perfor-
mance household equipment of Russian pro-
duction: electric kettles with case from virgin 
plastic, which do not have a plastic smell; 
dryers for fruit and vegetables energy-saving 
and noiseless; separators for milk with man-
ual and electric adjustment of the taste and 
thick cream; churn; juicer with the capacity 
up to 60 liters of juice per hour and function 
of automatic remove of pomace from fruits 
and vegetables; energy-saving grinders, ca-

pacity from 40 to 60 kg per hour equipped 
with different attachments; water heaters, 
sinks, showers for the cottage with tempera-
ture of water heating up to 65°; electric blan-
kets, electric bed sheets, electric mattresses, 
electric heating pads with heating element 
from carbon fiber.

We have the modern equipment for produc-
tion of our goods and constantly improve our 
technologies.

Russia, 125430, Moscow, Fabrichnaya str., 6/3
7 (9999) 76-40-77
7 (800) 775-71-25
info@masterica.ru   
www.masterica.ru     
 

PROMO, LLC
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ALINA®, JULIA®, NEVA® masks types

The “Respiratorniy Kompleks” Company  
is an expert on the market of personal res-
piratory protective equipment. We continuous-
ly develop and implement new technologies for 
creation of durable and comfortable respirators.

“Respiratorniy Kompleks” is:
• 30 mln respirators per year;
• 50+ respirator names;
• 30+ patents for production, technologies, 

and equipment;
• 5,000+ production and storage facility;
• 7/24 the working time of production halls;

• 100+ of official dealers in Russia, Customs 
Union, and European Union;

• 2 laboratories for filtering materials and 
respirators testing.

Realizing the responsibility to people that 
entrusted their health to our products, the 
company performs constant quality control  
at every production stage. Enterprise’s quality 
management system meets the requirements 
of international standard ISO 9001:2015. The 
Respiratorniy Kompleks is certified as the de-
veloper and manufacturer of PRPE.

Russia, 195027, Saint-Petersburg
Magnitogorskaya street, 23  

+7-921-574-76-87
+7-812-677-55-06
gorkovenko@szpe.ru
rkszpe.ru     
 

“SIZ-INVEST” LTD.
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+7 (914) 945-52-32
+7 (495) 120-24-75
www-orion@mail.ru

“BBB” — industrial and practical journal, the 
pages of which formed a discussion platform, 
allows managers to authorities, specialists 
of water utilities, designers and equipment 
manufacturers, engineering companies to 
exchange views and experiences in solving 
problems identifying  promising areas, the 
development of the water sector. Distribu-
tion: the Russian Federation, CIS countries 
and abroad. 

 ВВВ

AutoIndustry Russia — federal business 
magazine, oriented on experts in automo-
tive business field. Magazine distribution 
structure fully complies with the distribu-
tion structure of auto parts in Russia. Pub-
lishing information in our magazine, you 
get a chance to find partners and customers 
in Russia. Information about your product 
and company will be distributed in all Rus-
sia in three versions: electronic — 750 000 
e-mails, print — 35 000 copies, web portal — 
4.5 million visitors. Don’t miss chance to 
find the reliable partner in Russia.

www.ai-media.ru
info@ai-media.ru
+7 495 797 10 44

AUTOINDUSTRY  RUSSIA 
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sELECTRIC POWER NEWS

The journal «Electric Power News» was es-
tablished in 2002. Founders: the Ministry 
of Energy, JSC «FGC UES», nonprofit part-
nership «Scientific and Technical Council of 
the Unified Energy System», Corporation 
«Integral Electric Power Complex», JSC STC 
«ENERGOPROGRESS».

The journal publishes information on elec-
tric power industry scientific and technical 
development policies and strategy, tech-
nical re-equipment, ensuring reliability of 
the Unified Energy System of Russia, de-
velopment of electric energy and capacity 
markets, tariff policies, renewable energy, 
improved legislation and regulatory frame-
works in the industry. The journal is being 
presented to public at the largest industry 
events and exhibitions internationally.

Vorontsovsky lane, d.2, Moscow, 109044
+7 (495) 911-7324, 911-2696
vesti-news@mail.ru

Russia, 141006, Moscow, bld. 6, 12A,  
Selskokhoziaystvennaya str.
7 (495) 765-73-16
depo-magazine@yandex.ru
www.depo-magazine.ru 

DEPO RAILWAY JOURNAL 

Monthly Railway Journal Directory “DEPO” 
is published in the spring of 2008. The mag-
azine provides information on manufactur-
ers and suppliers of all range of products 
railway destination.

• Manufacturers of railway products and 
services

• Rolling stock, spare parts, repair
• Materials and equipment for VSP
• Railway tools, equipment
• Transport and logistics services
• Machine tools and press-forging equip-

ment
• Related products and services
• Legal and insurance services for rail 

transport enterprises
• Methodical and reference literature.  

Database
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The monthly industrial and technical jour-
nal (Power Plants)

Published since January of 1930.

The journal intend for chief executive of-
ficers and project managers, engineers, and 
energy specialists representing   generation 
companies, hydro power plants, thermal 
power plants and nuclear power plants, 
thermal networks, divisions and branch-
es of system operator of the United Power 
System and of the Federal Grid Company  
of  United Energy System, electro technical 
engineering plants, research and design in-
stitutes for energy, as well as professors and 
university students. 

The Journal covers not only the problems di-
rectly related to the operation of power sta-
tions, but considers the whole set problems 
pertaining to production, distribution and 
transportation of electric and heat energy.

In 2006, we resumed the publication of the 
journal “Energokhozyajstvo za rubezhom” 
(“Energy Industry Abroad”).

+ (495) 234-74-17,  
+7 (495) 234-74-19
115280, Moscow, 3 Avtozavodskii pr., 4, korpus 1
el-stantsii@rambler.ru
www.elst.energy-journals.ru

ELECTRICHESKIE STANTSII 
JOURNAL ENERGETIC

ENERGETIC, ISSN 0013-7278
Monthly popular engineering journal 
Published  since june 1928
Founders:
• Ministry of Energy of the Russian Federation 

Federal Grid Company of Unified Energy 
System

• Corporation Integral Electric Power Complex
• Joint-Stock Company «Scence-Technical Firm 

«Energoprogress»
• Russian power trade

Noncommercial partnership “Scientific and 
Technical Council of the Unified Energy System”.
Included in the List of conducting reviewed scien-
tific journals and editions.
Journal covers various practical aspects of or-
ganizational, operational and corrective main-
tenance services for the power enterprises and 
associations, experience of their economic and 
market activity, scientific and technical achieve-
ments and social problems of power industry.
The journal intend for chief executive officers 
and project managers, engineers, specialists of all 
power enterprises, the scientific, design and edu-
cational organizations.
Issues two appendices: «Library of the electri-
cian» and «Power abroad».
Extends on a subscription to territories of  Russia 
and abroad.

14, Avtozavodskaya str., Moscow, 115280, Russia
+7 495 2347421, energetick@mail.ru
www.energetik.energy-journals.ru
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The Eurasian Creative Guild is a British 
non-profit organization working together 
with the publishing house Hertfordshire 
Press (SRM Group). We specialize in the 
publication and promotion of contempo-
rary fiction and popular science literature 
of Eurasian authors. During the work more 
than 100 books of 60 authors from many 
countries of the world have been published.

United Kingdom, “Suite 125, 43 Bedford Street
Covent Garden, London”
44-749-057-66-10
books@ocamagazine.com

EURASIAN CREATIVE GUILD  
(LONDON) ECG

ENGINEER AND INDUSTRIALIST 
PUBLISHING HOUSE 

The purpose of the Publishing house — 
propagation of achievements of domestic 
science and industry, high technologies, the 
promotion of their use in the real sector 
of economy of the Russian Federation, the 
dissemination of professional knowledge; 
information support of business activity 
and the prestige of the emerging domestic 
high-tech companies, the management staff, 
scientists, major Industrialists of the Rus-
sian Federation; informing of competitive 
science-intensive products and services of 
domestic enterprises for their promotion to 
the markets of Russia and other countries.  

Russia, 109382, Moscow,  
Mariupolskaya street, b. 6, of. 30
+7 (499) 390-91-05
eng-ind@mail.ru 
www.инжипром.рф
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Science and application magazine published 
by non-profit partnership «For promotion and 
development of protective relaying and control 
in power industry». The board is represented 
by 12 doctors and 7 PhD professionals. Since 
2015 the magazine is included in the list of 
leading peer-reviewed scientific journals and 
magazines approved by the Highest Certifi-
cation Committee of the Russian Education 
Ministry.

The SCIENCE section covers the results of fun-
damental and practical research in design and 
application of protective relaying and control 
systems.

The APPLICATION section publishes articles 
on innovative technical solutions, field expe-
rience and operating principles of the applied 
devices and systems.

The HISTORY section contains the historical 
information on the birth and development of 
the domestic relaying industry.

The reading audience is specialists in the fields 
of protective relaying, system integrity and 
power control systems, including design, man-
ufacture, engineering and operation; research-
ers, academics and post-graduate students.

SUBSCRIBE TO MAGAZINE:
• printed version: in the Unified catalogue 

of Russian Press (index 43141) and at 
www.srzau-ric.ru

• electronic version: www.elibrary.ru

428003, Prospekt Yakovleva, 3, room 802, 
Cheboksary, Russia
 www.srzau-ric.ru,  www.elibrary.ru

RELAY PROTECTION  
AND AUTOMATION
MAGAZINE

The technical industrial journal “Industrial 
energy” has been being published monthly 
since 1944. The articles focus on economical 
aspects of energy efficiency stimulation: in-
novation and pricing policies, price setting 
in industry, organization of energy market, 
construction of local energy efficiency man-
agement system, producer-consumer eco-
nomic relations, alternative energy forms. 
The journal is on the list of Higher Attesta-
tion Commission. The journal is distributed 
by subscription.

7 (495) 234-74-49, 7 (495) 234-74-18
prom_energy@rambler.ru;  
prom-energe@yandex.ru
www.promen.energy-journals.ru

INDUSTRIAL  
POWER ENGINEERING
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International information and technology maga-
zine for professionals and about professionals. It 
has been published since 2000 and is over 100 A4 
format colour pages in volume. The circulation 
figurers are 10,000 copies and always on our web-
site. Metalworking series — 6 Issues a year.
Distribution of the magazine:
• about 4 000 — subscription (Ukraine, Russia, 

Belarus);
• 2 000-4 000 - presentations at specialised 

exhibitions, conferences and workshops in 
Ukraine, Russia, Belarus, Germany, Italy and 
Poland;

• 2 000— 4 000 - direct mailing (advertising and 
on request, using database of our editorial staff).

Main rubrics of the Metalworking series:
• machines and equipment;
• tools;
• technologies of machine-building equipment 

production;
• welding and thermal cutting;
• materials, accessories and coatings;
• compressors and pumps;
• foundry, metallurgy;
• monitoring and diagnostics;
• CAD/CAM/CAE technologies;
• ecology and energy saving;
• wastes disposal;
• enterprise managing;
• specialized exhibitions, workshops, conferences;
• history of science and engineering.

TSENTRINFORM 
INFORMATION AND PUBLISHING HOUSE, LTD

61052, Ukraine, Kharkiv,  
Malo-Panasovskaya str., 4/7,off. 39
+380-57-712-20-40, +380-57-712-15-00
et@informdom.com, www.informdom.com

APK  Expert. АРК Expert. Animal husband-
ry. Poultry farming - specialized editions

Among the specialized magazines which  
“SD Group” Company is publishing there are:

• Annual guide specialized in agricultural 
sector, named  “APK Expert”

The total number of printed copies: 15 000; 
size A4; database includes 10 regions of Rus-
sian Federation.

• Informative analytical magazine “APK 
Expert”

The total number: 25 000; size A4; published 
12 times a year; 

• Informative analytical magazine “APK  Ex-
pert. Animal husbandry. Poultry farming”

The total number: 25 000; size A4; published 
4 times a year.
Distribution: all regions of Russia.

One of the main advantages of our editions 
is complete monitoring of markets, efficien-
cy and believability of information. 

The magazine is available to all smartphone 
users, download on the AppStore and Goog-
lePlay.

SD GROUP 
344068, Rostov-on-Don,  
Evdokimova Ave., 102 B, office 45
+ 7 (863) 311-13-88/99, 311-16-41/51/81/91
info@sdexpert.ru, www.sdexpert.ru








